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This is -a xerox - I have the other 
copy. I have to be in at 9:30 A.M. 
on Sunday for the Becker wedding .... 
I'll try to polish it off then. 

Pat 

(Or even Saturday afternoon after 
the rehearsal . ) 



:Zionist Organization of Jl.merica 
JACOBancHIBBYQO00MAN ZOA HOUSE • 4 EAST 34th STREET• NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016 • (212) 481-1500 

Mr. Meyer Berger 
South Sixth & Bingham Street 
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 15203 

Dear Mickey: 

August l O, 1981 

I have received your letter soliciting funds for an organization called "New Agenda. 11 I 
subsequently received a second letter from you, this time in reference to Israel's recent 
actions in Lebanon. I w111 respond to both of your contnunications simultaneously. 

With respect, I must decline your 1nv1tat1on to support this group, although, as you said 
in your letter, you are "deeply impressed by the intense dedication and strength of pur
pose of that organization." Penn1t me to explain why ·it's not possible to give you a 
favorable response. 

The organization states clearly that 1t 1s a p1act for those 11 who define themselves as 
left of center p01itica11y. 11 This alone precludes my support. Frankly, I find it rather 
cynical that American Jews, enjoying the fruits of the American economic system, choose 
to support the political left philosophy. It is for this reason that I am comfortable 
as National President of the Zionist Organization of America. We are strong exponents 
of the American way of life, and because we are advocates of our nation's free enterprise 
systemt I believe we appeal to a broad base of the American Jewish contnunity. 

This group indicates that it is concerned with the 11 falling away of Jewish involvement 
in the cause of peace. 11 lt urges support to help "avoid a nuclear holocaust." Nobody 
would disagree with the need to avo1d a world-wide conflagration. But I have serious 
reservations that 11 Aganda 11 can serve this purpose. 

"Agenda" claims to be a "Jewish organization11 which differs from others which consists of 
people who "happen to be Jews." Are they qualified to detennine who is an 11 authentic 
Jew?" 

The material ftom "Agenda" states that it appeals to those who are "unrepresented" in 
Jewish life. I suggest that there is an abundance of Jewish organizations, from right 
to left, available to a11 who wish to partake 1n a responsible and constructive way in 
order to make Jewish life more meaningful. 

I recall your by-line att1c1e, 11 A D1ffering Jewish View". which appeared a number of 
months ago in tht PittJbur9h Post•Gazetta, You spoke of a "small explosion" as a result 
of the establishment o the "New Jewish Xgenda" which was organized to present positions 
"which differ from those of the Jewish establishment." In this article you indicated 
that a group of international Jewish leaders "such as Rabbi Alexander Schindler .•. support 
the New Agenda." Frankly, th1s'p1qued my curiosity. Subsequently Rabbi Schindler was 
asked his reaction to the reference you made to h1m. In a letter dated February 4, 1981, 
Rabbi Schindler responded as follows: 
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11 1 did not attend the "Agenda" meeting about which Berger wrote. I did 
not authorize Berger to speak for me and I really don't know what the 
reference was in his article. It appears at variance with everything I 
believe." 

The same article reflected your hegative views of the L1kud Party, and particularly your 
disdain for Prime Minister Begin. I was particularly distressed by your reference to 
the Israeli army as a "harsh occupying force." I wondered why, although you may not 
agree with Israel's settlement po11cy, you would find it necessary to repeat in print 
the precise words used by Israel's enemies. 

I was reminded of this when I saw you recently on the ABC Television "Nightline 11 program. 
Evidently, you were selected to represent those viewers who were distressed by Israel's 
actions in Lebanon. It appears that 11 Agenda 11

, as did the Breira organization, when it 
existed, advocates th~ right to have ''open discussion 11

, which really means public crit
icism of Israe1. Perhaps this influenced you to makt those comments with which I must, 
respectfully, take strong exception. 

In my view, the American Jewish conmunity offers miny platforms for open discussion. I 
have yet to determine what consttuctive result has ever been achieved by being critical 
of Israel in The New York Times or 1n the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. I felt this way, more 
than ever before, when I heard you express strong critical views of Israeli policy on a 
program seen by millions of Americans, both Jewish and Christian, many of whom don't 
understand the issues and are easily influenced. I wondered how we could ever again reach 
these people and make them think well of Israel and the Jewish people. Negative images 
have 1nmed1ate impact• and the damage 1nf11cted may never really be erased. 

I could not help but contrast the use of the opportunity you were given with that of our 
mutual friend. Senator Henry Jackson, who also appeared on national television the week 
that Israel took action against the PLO 1n Beirut. Senator Jackson may have had reser
vations regarding recent developments, but as a sincere friend of Israel, one could only 
bless him for the astute and constructive way he responded to questions. He refused to 
become party to cr1tic1z1ng Israel or its leaders and by so doing, I felt that he exer
cised a magnificent sense of responsibility. 

In your letter to me of July 30, 1981, you raise three specific questions regarding the 
Beirut bombing: (1) Was it justified; (2) Did it trigger serious counterproductive polit
ical fallout; (3) Should 1t be openly discussed beyond the Jewish corrmunity. To support 
your personal v1ews you enclosed a copy of an editorial by Dr. Martin Peretz, the editor 
of the New Republic. I w111 attempt to respond briefly, although I have much to say 
regarding all three questions: 

(l) Only the state of Israel can determine if the action in Lebanon was "justified. 11 

Some of us are convinced that when all the facts are revealed and reason sets 
in, Israel's decision will be seen as necessary and proper. Others, 'llith no 
claim to military expertise. proceeded to indulge themselves, at ~he risk of 
being harmful to Israel; they were not even willing to wait for all the facts 
to surface, nor to give Israel the benefit of the doubt. In your letter to me 
you suggest that the subject be d1scuss~d "without rancor and accusations." 
I agree with you regard1ng th1s premise, but I respectfully suggest that this 
should have been considered before you went on national television. 

(2) We hav• yet to determine what will be the "political fallout" in the lo~g.haul. 
I would suggest, however. that this problem would have been kept to a m1n1mum 
if American "friends" of Israel were not guilty of taking public action that 
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could only fortify Israel's enemies and create confusion among Israel's friends, 
especially in Congress. If there will be a serious political problem, +he public 
critics of Israel can take credit for contributing to this situation. 

Peretz speaks of the "embarrassment of the timing" of the Beirut raid in view of the im
minent release to Israel of F-16 fighter planes. Would this "embarrassment" have been 
less acute if Israel took action after it received those planes? As a matter of fact, 
has Israel's actions in its defense ever been applauded by the world community? Let us 
not lose sight of past experience and history. 

It 1s 1nterest1ng that wh11e Egyptian Pr11ident Sadat condemned Israel, he placed equal 
blame on the Palestinians and Syria, "which has thousands of soldiers in Lebanon for 
contributing to the inf1amnatory atmosphere that triggered Israel's wrath." (New York 
Times, August 2, 1981.) 

When you had the oppartuntty~ !Peak__J,efore mi111ons of Americans did you mention the 
awesome statistics that 70,000 had been killed 1nLecanon, 3UO-;QUO- wounaea and 300,000 
homeless dueto the actions of tne P[O" ana ~ria, supported- by the Soviet Union? Thfs 
is the kind of 1nformat on the Arrierfcan public should be given. Is it not regrettable, 
that voices of 11moral1ty11 quickly condemn Israel, but remain silent to Israel's pleas 
urging the world to save the people of Lebanon. 

(3) Should there be 11 open discussion beyond the Jewish comnunity"? The comnent 
made some time ago by Professor Alfred Gottschalk, President of the Hebrew 
Union Co11ege. is apropos. In an article published 1n the Jerusalem Post he said: 

"I believe I belong to the too•1ong silent majority of American Jews, 
wh~. while from time to time may be critical of Israel, have often 
given up the itrmediate gratification which public ventilation of crit
icism seems to afford, for the 1arger welfare of Israel. In any exterrt, 
the vast majority of us did not and do not feel the need to express 
our criticism 1n the pages of Tb• New York Times." 

Perhaps I can tum up 11\Y views of this subject by simply expressing my feeling that 
the enemies of Israel have an abundance of voices. From the United Nations to the 
editorial pages, from the columns of wr1tets to various elements in the Administration, 
there is no lack of pub11c cr1t1e1sm of rsrael. The Arab propaganda machine is hard 
at work, oiled and effective, ready to take full advantage of such criticism, especial
ly that emanating from Jews. 

What a11 of us must understand is that the unprecedented attack on a Jewish Prime Minister 
has ramifications far beyond that of an attack on an fndfvidual personality. An attack 
on Jews anywhere 1s an attack on Jews everywhere. But an attack on Jews by other Jews 
1s a luxury none of us can afford. It was Abba Eban who explained the significance of 
what I am attempting to convey to you when he said: 

"The 1ntans1ty of the campaign against Israel was very paradoxical after 
the signing of the Peace Treaty w1th Egypt. In my opinion, in the crit
icism of Israel today, there is an anti-Jewish world campaign." 

In your letter you write, "it 1s not possible to contain the debate within the Jewish 
community." I suggest that responsible leaders need no "containment" for they know 
that public debate serves no good purpose. 
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Mickey, I know that you are a good friend of the State of Israel. I also know that you 
are an esteemed, valuable and important leader in our Pittsburgh Jewish community who 
wou1d not knowingly do harm to the Jewish people under any circumstances. While we 
may not agree on various political and phi1osophica1 concepts, we are both Jews, 
sincerely and seriously committed to the welfare of all our people. 

Although Editor Peretz speaks cynically of Begin as a "child of the Holocaust" who 
may provoke Reagan by his "Masada strategy," let us always remember that Israel, as 
was Masada, 1s surrounded by enemies sworn to its destruction. The people of Israel, 
unlike the Jews of Masada, refuse to commit suicide. Thus, Israel will not lose its 
"moral compass" as long as the Jews of the Diaspora do not permit themselves to be 
victimized, propagandized, and demoralized. 

Mickey, I do not ask that your voice be stifled. I do appeal to you, as one leader 
to another, as one concerned Jew to another: Let us express our views and thoughts 
to each other -- let us not add to the arsenal of Israel's enemies. 

With all good wishes. 

IJN:ve 

Cordially yours, 

~ 
Ivan J. Novick 

President 
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The AwaCs Deal Is' No Bargain 
The Reagan Administration, which prides itself 

on driving hard bargains abroad, has now formally 
proposed what looks like a sweetheart deal With the 
Saudis. They would get Awacs radar planes as part 
of an $8.5 billion package brimming with the most ad
vanced arms. What would America get in return? On 
present evidence, too little. It's good that Congress 
has until Oct. 30 to examine the fine print, for unless 
Mr. Reagan can make a better case for it, this deal is 
no bargain. 

The deal, to begin with, involves much more 
than electronic spy planes. The five Awacs planes 
would complement F-15 fighters America has al
ready agreed to supply. And these would be given ex
tended range and armed with Sidewinder missiles. 

·• 
All that muscle is relevant to one supposed bene

fit of the deal: it would deter possible attack on vital 
Saudi oilfields. By whom? Southern Yemen or Ethio
pia, the Administration says. But these backward 
·Soviet clients pose a meager threat indeed, hardly 
enough to justify selling such advanced arms to one 
side in the volatile Middle East. 

Is there, then, some other security benefit? Well, 
it is hinted in Washington, Saudi air power could 
deter a Soviet advance into the Persian Gulf. Yet if 
there were any such thrust, everyone knows America 
would respond directly. Besides, the Saudis shrug off 
the Soviet peril and say they need to deter a quite dif
ferent adversary - Israel. 

There is yet another supposed benefit of the sale: 
it would ingratiate America with the House of Saud. 
But why is that necessary? True, the Saudis have 
been a restraining force within OPEC - but that 
suits their own interests. Their ·moderation has al
ready been rewarded with the flock of F-Ws. If Con-

gress vetoes the new arms deal, would the Saudis 
tum to the godless East for their defense needs? Not 
even the Administration claims that. 

· For this tricky arms deal to become attractive, 
more is required from the Saudis. If they are to get 
the most advanced weapons system, they should also 
be active ~acemaking partners in the Middle East. 
The prize sought by successive Administrations is 
open acknowledgment of Israel's right to exist. Yet 
even now, the Saudis' Prince Fahd outlines a 
"peace" plan that' again asks the impossible and 
again scorns the attainable;· a compromise settle
ment rooted in the Camp David accords. · 

That may be double talk meant to mollify Arab 
radicals. The Saudis did, after all, work quietly with 
the United States and Israel in bringing about a 
cease-fire in Lebanon. Still, Israelis can be excused 
for fearing otherwise should the Saudis acquire a 
real offensive capacity. 

Could American weapons be used against Is
rael? The Administration has not yet showed this to 
be impossible. It says no, but knows perfectly well 
that arms sale promises can be as insubstantial as 
the rings of Saturn. Israel, too, was bound by a weap
ons pledge - and yet loosed American-built planes 
on Baghdad and Beirut. 

For that matter, how much are American prom
ises worth? Just three years ago, Congress approved 
selling 62 F-15's to Saudi Arabia on the express condi
tion that their offensive range would not be extended. 
Now the Administration wants to untie that string. 

Neither Ronald Reagan nor Jimmy Carter have 
seriously pressed for Saudi concessions when their 
leverage was strongest - before delivering sophisti
cated weapons. Until and unless it is shown that the 
new Saudi package really is a bargain, Congress 
ought to say no. 

J 



:Saudi Says Israel 
j Is Chief Threat, 
· Not the Russians 

I
Yamani Voices Certainty 

I 
U.S. Will Deliver Awacs 

By DOUGLAS MARTIN 
~ Saudi Arabia's Minister of Oil said yes
iterday that hls country considered Israel 
ia rnore immediate threat than the Soviet 
:!Union. 

Sheik Ahmed Zaki Yamani told a 
standing-room-only audience at the Plaza 
,Hotel that Saudi Arabia faced two 
ltr.reats: "international Communism and 
tJsrael." 

I 
He said that the first chreat bolstered 

Saudi ties -...ith the United States but that 
risrael was "a threat to that friendship." 
l "The second is far more tangible and 
more in evidence than the first one, and 

!Ian actual danger is obviously worse than 
a potential danger," he said. 
I In a "isit to Saudi Arabia earlier this 
!lmonth, Secretary of State Alexander M. 
: Haig Jr. tried to persuade the Saudis that 
Flsrael and Saudi Arabia should put aside 
itheir diffe~ences and be pan of a "strate
liiC con~ensus" against a perceived 
! threat from the Soviet Union. 
j Sheik Yamani"s speech, sponsored by 
lthe Foreign Policy Association, was at
j tended by oil executives, analysts and 
rcthen "'ith connections to the petroleum 
, industry. t Laughter at Antl-lsrae.lJoke 
f Some of the Petroleum Minister's anti
[ Israel remarks were greeted v.;th ap
j plause. There was general laughter when 
ihe related a joke with an anti-Israel m~ 
;sage. 
j It invoh·ed a Bedouin "'·ho had lost his 
; son in the desert. The Bt'douin vowed to 
; God that if the son was saved, be would 
;1ell his camel, worth 1,000 riyals, to his 
: fellow villagers !or only 1 riyal. 
[ The son was found and the Bedown 
, could not evade !tis vow but he attached a 
t condition to the sale. 
! "He tied a little mouse to his camel's I tail and declared he would sell the camel 
I for 1 nyal and the mouse for 1,000 riyals, 
and that the two must be sold in one indl
ViSible transaction." Sheik Yamani said . 

.. The camel ls the U.S.A. and the 
mouse is Israel. The price tag attached 10 
the mouse in our case was much more 
proltibiuve than in the legendary Bedou
tn•,ca.se." 

Sheik Yamanl, describing his speKh as 
a .. hean-10-heart talk," said Saudl Ara
bia's rnend.shtp with the UnJ!ed States 
was "tlnl(ed with some bitterness." 

Accordm~ly. he made an effort to de-
scribe the IN!llngs of various clas.ses of 
Saudis, all of whom he depicted as op
posed to lsrael to at least 50me dep;ree. 

He said Saudis who are ignorant of the 

Conll:,ue,d on Paa• A.7, Column 1 

-NEW YORK, FRIDAY, APRIL 2.f, 1981-

Saudi Says Israel, Not Soviet, Is Nation's Main Threat 
C.OCUlloed From Pa&e Al 

Ualted States political system concluded 
"quite simply that It l.5 America'& hatred 
for Moslems that makes It help Israel 
seize their lands and expel the Palestl
nean nauon." 

More educated Saudis, he said, are 
"aware of the extent of the powers of the 
Zionist lobby and the Jewish communi
ty." 

Sheik Yamanl's remarks came at a 
time wbeo Israel wu protesting a decl
sloa by tbe Reagan Admlnlstratlon t.o seU 

Awacs electronic survelllnnce planes to 
the Saudis. Israel ha, criticized the sale 
on the ground that it rears the planes may 
be used against It In any war. 

Sheik Confident on Awacs 
In a question-and-answer session, 

Sheik Yamanl said he was certain the 
decision would not be reversed, adding 
that the only reason the Israelis were 
"making an Issue of It" was so "they can 
mll k more from the United States." 

Further, he described the Israelis as 
potential aggresson. 

Russi.in policies," he snid. 
"When the United States. due to int,r

n.il political pressures. refrains from per
forming its duty in bringing peace to the 
area, ii thereby serves the Russian inter
ests, to the detriment of its own interests 
and perhaps those of Israel itsetr. " 

The OIi Minister said yesterday the 
price for OPEC oil must "definitely be 
lower thnn $36" but he did not spedly how 
much lower. 

The Oil Minister used his speech to 
press Saudi Arabia 's crforts to ind~ce the 
Organization or Petroleum Exponing 
Countries to lower prices, as a precondi
tion for the long-term prtclng plan for 
which the kingdom has been lighting. 

But he took a softer line than earlier 
this week when he insiste<I that other 
OPEC countries lower their basic pnce 
from the present $36 level to the Saudi 
price of $32. 

Libyan leader to Vis it Soviet 
MOSCOW, April 23 (Reute~) - Col. 

Muammar el-Qaddart will make a two
day visit to the Soviet Union beginning 
Monday, the Soviet press agency Tass 
said today. Colonel Qaddafi , the Liby:in 
leader, wns Invited by the Communist 
Party 's Central Committee and the Pre
sidium of the Supreme Soviet, or Parlia
ment, with a view to strengthening and 
developing friendly relations, Tass said. 

"They don't want anyone to monitor 
their movements," he said. "They want 
to be aggressive and they want to attack, 
and they will be deprived of th is ." 

Sheik Yamani made a complex argu
ment of why his country cons idered Is
rael more dangerous than the Soviet 
Union, saying United States' a id to Isra el l 
was destabilizing to the reg ion and thus 
enhancing the Soviet Union's position. 

"We also believe that Russia stands to 
gain from the present situa tion and that 
lsraell policies, pan1cularly those of the 
current Government, are at one with I 



NEWS 
FOR RELEASE 
Imrcdiately 
August 31, 1981 

JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL 

OF GREATER WASHINGTON 
1522 K STREET, N.W., 

WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20005 e (202) 347 .. 621 . 

Contact Michael Berenbaun (347-4628) 

~IL RFSPCNSE TO a-t~'CELl.ffi KREISKY ffi\RGE 

TIH.T ISR-\ELI POL.ICY TO BIA"\lE FCR VIE\..""-.\ SYK.\cruJE AITACK 

Bert Silver, President oi the Jewish Cannmity Council of Greater Washington, 

today responded to Austrian 01ancellor Bruno Kreisky's staterrent ½Tiich blarred Israeli 

pol icy for the August 29 at tack on the Israelite Terrple in Vienna, Austr.ia. In a 
letter to Austrian A'Tbassador Schober, l\lr. Si Iver cal led "outrageous and rrorally. 

revolting" Kreisky's charge that "the irrplacable policy of the Israelis regarding the 

· Palestinians is to blarre for the excesses" of terrorist attacks. 

Mr. Silver asked the Arrbassador if it is "not enough that G:>d's sanctuary has 

been violated, or that mm and wcxren who set out to ~ray on a sabbath rrorn'ing and to 

celebrate a bar mitzvah rret with a terrorist attack unleashing death and destruction? 

Surely the Olancellor dares not blarre the victim for his victimization, transforming. 

the responsibility for the barbarous and anti-civilized act fran its perpetrators to 

the Israelis. Indeed the 01ancellor has separated Jews frcm cifizens of Austria, 

holding the forrrer responsible for their own victimization. D:>es his callousness 

know no bounds? D:>es he not have any sense of decency? of sorrmv? of sharre? We 
trust that he is not speaking for the Austrian people ½nen he voices these sentirrents, 

but rrerely defending a policy now publicly proven as flawed. 

"Not only is he factually 1,vrong. r or the 'excesses' originated and were sanctionet. 

in the 1964 P.L.O. covenant. but rroreover he is rrorally wrong. As the 01ancellor of 
Austria9 he is responsible for the safety of all Austrians including the Jews. He Js. 
charged to mind the security of all citizens, indeed of all people within its borders." 

Mr~ Silver stated that Olancellor Kreisky "O'w\~S an apology to all civilized 

rren and warcn for.giving voice to ser.tirrents which condone barbarism and which encourag 

the rrost fundffil:!ntal violations, ·not only. of the safety and security of Jews ·alone, 

but all humn rights." 
-30-

Yh• ~•ntral, representative body of 190 aMiliated Jewish organizations In the District of Columbia, Maryland and Virginia. 
do'lloted to community ro1a11ons, mlormat,on and action. 
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-- ~--. 4' Vienna Police Make I 1 

· •.. -•. ,. - ·. · -· · ' q~ - 1 6 More Arrests in 

... _.: - .-·4- •• 

-- · . .- -

· ., 
1 Synagogue Attack 
'.. 

VIl!;NNA. Aug. 30 (AP) - Authorities inves
tigating a bloody grenade attack on a synagogue 
here made six more arrests today and said they 
found banners and leaflets of the Palestine Lib- • 
eration Organization in the apartment of one of 
&be alleged attackers arrested yesterday. 

But PLO officials in Beirut condemned the as-
111ult and denied responsibility while the Israeli 
government and Atl!ltrian . Chancellor Bruno 
Kreisky accused each other of following policies 
that foster terrorism. 

A police spokesman said the six persons ar
rested today were discovered in an apartment 
rented for at least two months by one of the men 
grabbed by officers outside the synagogue. 

Two people were killed yesterday and about 20 
, were injured by bullets, sh1'3pnel and broken glass 
! · outside the Israelite Temple in doY.iltown Vienna. 
I At a news cont'tlren~'I:: today, police officials said 

they found a PLO flag. pictures of PLO leader 
Yasser Arafat and a collection of pamphlets and 
newspaper articles about the organization in a 
search of the apartment of one of two men, both 
identified as Arabs, who were apprehended within 
minutes of the attack. 

The PLO said in a statement in Beirut that it 
•condemns, denounces and fully rejects" the at• 
tack and said it "rea!<Serts its respect for all places 

· of worship of all religions." 
The Israeli government dismissed the PLO's 

claim of innocence and criticized the Austrian gov• 
emment, the fir~t in Western Europe to grant full 
recognition to the PLO. 

-i'he PLO obviously is responsible for this mur• 
derous action," government spokesman Aryeh 

. Naor told reporters in ,Jerusalem . 
An Israeli Foreign Ministry statement, referring . 

also to the recent assassination of an Austrian 
supporter of Israel and a bomb attack on the Is
raeli Embassy in Vienna, said, "It is no coinci
dence that the series of attacks are taking place in 
a country which has cultivated ita ties with the 
PLO." 

Kreisky, in an interview with Austrian Radio, 
blamed unidentified forces trying to sabotage Pal

·: estinian interests. ''I am firmly convinced that the 
attackers had nothing to do with the PLO," he 
eaid. 

He_ charged that Mthe implacable policy of the 
Israelis regarding the Palestinians is to blame for 
the excesses" of terrorist attacks. · 

Police said two men were waiting in a narrow 
cobblestone street outside the synagogue for about 

· 200 people to leave a bar mitzvah, the ceremony 
celebrating a Jewish boy's 13th hirthday. 

After tossing grenades at the front steps of the 
gray, five-story building, the men opened fire with 
automatic pistols and tlcd on foot, shooting in all 
directions and to:,sing two more grenades at the 
policemen on their heels, witne,ises said. 

Police officers said the two people killed, a 25-
year-old woman and a 68-ycar-old man, were shot 
down at least two blocks from the synagogue. 

. f 
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~ OF GREATER. WASHINGTON 

.. 

His E.xcellency Karl Herbert Schober 
Aibassador of Austria 
Austrian Brbassy 
2343 ~b.ssachusetts Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20008 

!:ear Mr. Mt>assador: 

} 

August 31. 1981 

When I heard of the attack on the synagogue in Vienna, I imred
iately sat dm.,.,, to draft a letter to you and .to your goverrurent. 
O'l behalf of the Jewish C.omrunity Council of Greater Washington,_ 
I wanted to express our profound sense of outrage and anger at 
the crirre that had been perpetrated on your soil and our shared 
sense of gi"ief at the death and injury to those worshipping and 
guarding the Israelite Terrple in Vienna. Yet even prior to 
concluding that le - ter, I heard on the radio and read in the 
ne•,•:spapers the outrageous and rmrally revolting charge by Cllan
cellor Kreisky that "the irrplacable policy of the Israelis re
garding the Palestinians is to blarre for the excesses" of ter
rorist attacks. 

I know frcm past discuss ions between you and the Counc i I that. 
while we might disagree over policy rratters, there is shared 
carrnitrrent to deeply held hLITBnitarian concerns. Therefore, Mr. 
.Arrbassador, I ask, is it not enough that G:>d's sanctuary has 
been violated, or that rren and \vcxren who set out to pray on a 
sabbath rmrn ing and to celebrate a bar mi tzvah rre t with a ter
rorist attack unleashing death and destruction? Surely the 
Olancellor dares not blarre the victim for his victimization.· 
transforming the responsibility for the barbarous and anti
civilized act frcm its perpetrators to the Israelis. Indeed the 
Olancellor has separated Jews frcm citizens.of Austria, holding 
the forrrer responsible for their 0011 victimization. D:>es his 
callousness know no bounds? D:>es he not have any sense of de
cency? of sorrow? of sharre?, We trust that he is not speaking 
for the Austrian people when he voices these sentirrcnts. but . . .. , 
rrerely defending a policy now publicly proven as flawed. 

.. . . .. 
(over) 

Th• central, representati't• body of 200 affiliated Jewish organ,zations in the District of Columbia, Maryland and Virgin/-._ 
de~oled 10 eommun,ry rolar,ons. ,ntormat,on and action. • 

MEMH" AGENCY OF THE NATIONAL JEWISH COI.II.IUNITY RELATIONS AOVISO"Y COUHCf\. 
81:NPflCIARY OF THE UHITt:0 JEWISH APPEAL fEO[,.ATION Of GREATER WAaHINQfOII 
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Not only is he factually wrong, for the "excesses" originated 
and were snnctioned in the 1964 P.L.O. covenant, but rroreover h~ 
is m>rally wrong. As the Olancellor of Austria, he is responsi
ble for the safety of all Austrians including the Jews.- Ii? is 
charged to mind the security of all citizens. indeed of all 
people within it's borders. 

Mr. Arrbassador, the Olancellor owes an apology to all civilized 
rren and waren for giving voice to sentirrents which condone barb
arism and which encourage the rrost funde-rental violations, not 
only of the safety and security of Jews alone, but all hlll'Bn 
ri~hts .. 

You rrust share t.his sense of universal outrage with the Olancel
lor- .. 

Sincerely yours, 

Bert Si Iver 

BS/jk 
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THE HIDDEN SELF 
(FIRST STEP) 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

SELICHOT 1981 

My father, of blessed memory, told me what it was like to 

observe SLICHOT in a typical Jewish community in Eastern Europe 

at the turn of the century. 

It was a strange and eerie feeling to be aroused for prayer 

after midnight. In some years, the roads were already covered 

with the first snow of the fall season. 

The Shammes would trudge his way from house to house and 

with a wooden mallet (the 11 klopfer 11
) knock three times at every 

door and chant, 11 Get up Jews - it's time to davven Sliches! 11 

My father's earliest memory was a slichet night when he 

was still too small to walk. And so he had to be carried to the 

synagogue on my grandfather ' s shoulders. 

What is our object in this service? What are we really 

doing tonight? 

It is our people knocking at God's door - hesitatingly and 

hopefully as once again each of us seeks to come near his Maker. 

It is the first step in the great spiritual drama we call 

the High Holy Days. 

Precisely, what is this first step? 
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The world of art is presently fascinated by the unique style 

of the Israeli artist, Yaacov Agam, We are proud to have an Agam 

tapestry and a smaller Agam lithograph in Ring Hall. 

What is the most characteristic feature of an Agamwork? 

Nothing is what it seems to be. The image is constantly changing, 

according to the angle of your vision. 

Agam offered a philosophic explanation for his peculiar 

style. It suggests the Jewish view of reality. 11 Life is not 

static but a 1 constant becoming.' What you presently see is 

part of a greater reality - and the most important things in life 

are not visible." 

So is that deepest mystery -- next to God -- which we call 

personality. 

It, too, is not static but a constant becoming. 

It is also part of a greater reality -- and the most 

important thing in our personality is not visible. 

Each of us is like an Agam picture. People observing us 

from different angles, or positions, gain different perceptions 

of our personality. 

Your family sees you in certain personality traits which 

remain hidden to strangers. Strangers, friends, business or 

professional associates, each see something else in you. And 

all of them, -- family, friends, strangers -- only see different 
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parts of the external public image which you project. The private 

internal reality of your personality is your hidden image which no 

one knows except you (and God). 

Mark Twain, in one of his serious comments, made the same 

point: 11 Everyone is a moon and has a dark side which he never 

shows to anybody. 11 (Notebook, 1935) 

Which brings us to the special purpose of tonight. 

We must begin the High Holy Day season with that rare but 

necessary exploration of ourselves: 

THE VIEW FROM WITHIN 

We must come to grips with our hidden self and become 

conscious of our true goals, true motives, true love and hate, 

true feelings. 

Suppressed resentments and desires -- the boiling cauldron 

of the inner life which surfaces only in occasional outbursts but 

always truly determines the quality of our life. 

And what happens when you see the true picture -- the way 

you appear to the probing eye of your conscience? 

Art historians, with the help of special X-ray cameras, 

have discovered that some of the great masterpieces of art 

are not always the original creations of the artist. Often 

what you see is the second or third revision of images -- one 

painted over the other. 
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This is the challenge of the coming High Holy Days. Each of 

us is not only a creature but also a creator. If you find faults 

and shortcomings in yourself -- you can revise -- and improve -

your image. 

God has given us the wonderful gift of spiritual double 

vision. With one eye we can see what we are and with the other 

--- what we ought to be. No plan for social betterment, no 

model for a new society, according to the liberal or conservative 

vision, will ever rise above the level of the character of its 

individual members. 

This is the supreme achievement you should strive for on 

Rosh Hashanah and Yorn Kippur: the recovery of clear inner vision 

for an accurate self assessment, to see what kind of person you 

really are and the moral courage to become the person you ought 

to be. 

May God give you strength to do so. 

A M E N 



THE NATIONAL AND THE JEWISH INTEREST 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

EVE OF ROSH HASHANAH 
SEPTEMBER 28, 1981 

This Rosh Hashanah is not only the anniversary of the creation 

of the universe, but a special anniversary for us here at home. 

Tonight we are beginning the 130th anniversary year of the 

creation of the Washington Hebrew Congregation . We greet with 

pride a number of families here tonight whose affiliation with 

us has been maintained over five generations -- and whose family 

history is part of our Congregation's history. We also welcome 

among us Washington Hebrew Congregation's newest members and 

pray that their descendents may extend their loyalty to this 

Congregation and to our people for generations to come. 

I wish that by some sort of magic I could transport you 

back to the year 1852 and have you see and feel what it was like 

to be a Jew 130 years ago. 

1852 -- how pitifully few we were at that time . The 

whole Jewish community of Washington -- little over 100 souls 

could easily have been accormodated in our Temple library! They 

had no seating problem on the High Holy Days in those days! 
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They were all newcomers, most of them recent immigrants from 

Europe, except for one or two families, perhaps, who were second 

generation Americans. In 1852, not a single country in Europe, 

outside of France, recognized Jews as equal citizens. Switzerland, 

the other OTHER democracy, next to the USA at that time, would not 

even permit a Jew to cross its borders. 

In Germany, Jews were still rexticted in their right to 

marry, forbidden to own more than one house and excluded from 

virtually every decent profession. 

In Rome, Jews were still confined, like sub-humans, 

behind ghetto walls. As late as six years after the founding 

of WHC, a CAtholic priest in Bologna, Italy, could still, with 

impunity, kidnap a Jewish chi 1 d, Edgar Mortara. For two decades 

he raised the child as a Catholic in a secret hideout, finally 

turning him into a priest. To no avail were the tears and pleas 

of the parents, Dr. and Mrs. Mortara. To no avail was the 

intervention of several kings. The Pope and his church stood by 

the priest who had abducted Edgar Mortara. Jews had no 

human rights! 

1852 was no easy year to be a Jew. Can you imagine the 

amazement of our founders when that very same year, a fellow

Jew was e 1 ected Senator in one of the great states of the Uni on, 

Judah P. Benjamin of Louisiana, a friend of the first President 

of our Congregation. 
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Who was this first President of WHC? 

Captain Levy, the youngest of ten children, a descendant 

of the distinguished Phillips family of Philadelphia, was a 

new breed of Jew. Orphaned at the age of nine, a cabin boy 

on the high seas at 16, a hero in the American-Mexican War, 

appointed captain of the port of Vera Cruz, an admiral of 

the Peruvian navy, before he took office as president of WHC. 

His was an act hard to follow. If you had asked Capt. Levy 

whether he felt more loyal to America or his own Jewish 

peop 1 e - he wou 1 d have answered: I 1 eve them both, like my 

mother and my father. 

Not for one moment did Captain Levy hesitate to use what 

opportunity or connection he had in order to help his fellow 

Jews in foreign lands! When the U.S. State Department 

negotiated a lucrative trade treaty with Switzerland, our 

Captain Levy became a leader in the battle to revise or cancel 

the treaty because of Switzerland's discrimination against 

Jews. Under this treaty, American cotton, tobacco and rice 

were to be exported to Switzerland . The fact that this treaty 

was clearly in the interest of the USA (especially the powerful 

South) -- did not stop Capt. Levy from agitating against it in 

the name of his people's dignity and human rights. 

There are inescapable parallels with our current campaign 

against the sale of F-15 "enhancements" and ·AWACS to Saudi Arabia, 

an eight and a half billion dollar deal. If I focus on this 

issue tonight, it is not only because I especially delight in 
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a strategic political controversy on Rosh Hashanah, but because 

the way we handle this issue fundamentally affects Israel, her 

relations with the US and our own status as American Jews. It 

is a test of our strength and of our ability and will to use the 

legitimate power we have in this great Democracy. 

R:resident Reagan and Secretary of State Haig have laid their 

prestige on the line. They have committed the vast powers of 

the administration to pushing this deal through Congress. 

We Jews are forced to choose between two viewpoints: On 

the one hand is the administration 1 s view that this sale gives 

the USA economic, political and strategic advantages. I 1m sure 

you have read over and over again the specific points in this 

argument: that the Saudis are the most moderate Arabs, that 

they have 268 billion dollars to invest, that they are keeping 

oil prices down for us and seek American friendship . . 

You are probably also familiar with the opposing viewpoint: 

that what happened in Iran could easily happen in Saudi Arabia 

and it almost did, two years ago, when Saudi insurgents seized 

the Great Mosque of Mecca - that it would be very damaging to 

American security if the AWACS fell into the hands of a radical 

and unfriendly Arab regime. 

Supporters of Saudi Arabia are playing on the supposed 

unpopularity of Menachem Begin by referring to the entire issue 

as a Begin-Reagan contest. This is sheer demagoguary. The issue 

is not a personality clash between two leaders of state. The 
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real issue is a conflict between two policies on which the US 

is itself deeply divided: one pro-Arab and the other pro-Israel. 

Israel's vital security is threatened when another nation, still 

at war with her, is to receive the world's most sophisticated 

weapon system. You may not be aware of the fact that during the 

Yorn Kippur War in 1973, Saudi Arabia sent 6,000 soldiers into 

combat against Israel on the Golan Heights. Israel, as our 

long-time ally, has a right to protest America's massive military 

buildup of Saudi Arabia, a nation with which, legally, she is 

at war. 

Tied in with this proposed sale of military hardware to Saudi 

Arabia is another issue: It is a test case by which the Reagan 

administration will be measuring the strength of Jewish and public 

support for Israel. 

Also, we must see the current agitation on behalf of Saudi 

Arabia within the larger context of a ferocious anti-Israel 

and anti-Begin campaign. 

We, ourselves, cannot endorse every word and every action of 

Prime Minister Menachem Begin or Israel, for that matter, not even 

of our own government. The bombing of Beirut caused us great 

anguish. But we are aghast at the totally unbalanced vilification 

of Begin in the media. TIME MAGAZINE characterized him as 

deceptive, fanatical, self-righteous and vengeful. NEWSWEEK 

had a cover portrait of Begin inside a Star of David made up of 
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rifles with the headline, "Begin Obstacle to Peace?" A well-known 

columnist and TV personality in the Washington area called Begin 

"another Hitler." 

The whole world roared in outrage at the reported death 

of 400 Lebanese (a figure now revised downward to 200) -- and 

most of them were PLO terrorists! In the perspective of our 

Jewish sense of justice and compassion, even 50 or 5 or even 

one innocent civilian casualty would be too much. But, was it 

not in the context of war? Have not the Arab parties involved 

refused e'very offer of peace and to this day will not recognize 

the existence of the State of Israel? 

Consider, also, the latest double standard of world opinion 

Anwar Sadat's massive purge of all dissidents. He throws 

thousands of them into the jails of Cairo without trial and due 

process. He expels Western reporters. He rigs an election and 

gets 99.5% of the vote. Not a word of criticism is to be heard. 

Why do they spot so quickly the mote in Begin's eye but 

cannot see the beam in the eyes of Arab dictators? Where are 

our human rights champions? 

Can you imagine the howls of protest and condemnation 

Begin would get from our media if he rounded up and arrested 

2,000 Palestinians on the West Bank, or dealt with his critics 

in the style of Sadat? This is inequity! This is injustice! 
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Not only ties of common blood, but plain and simple justice 

compel us to stand by Israel in these difficult days. 

For this we are being taken to task by Senator Charles 

Mathias of Maryland. In his recent 25-page article in FOREIGN 

AFFAIRS, the senator, with clear reference to the Jews, criticized 

ethnic interest groups which, he says, 11 sometimes press causes 

that derogate from the nati ona 1 interest. 11 In plain words, we 

are being charged with dual loyalty. We are being suspected of 

indifference to the national interest. 

The senator's insinuation that American Jews are not 

sufficiently devoted to the national interest must not go 

unanswered. 

Who has the exclusive right to define America ' s national 

interest? 

If Senator Mathias holds a certain view as to what is best 

for America -- is a contrary view necessarily bad for America? 

As a voter in Maryland, I receive from Senator Mathias 

questionnaires soliciting my opinions on many foreign and 

domestic issues. Am I to reply only what the distinguished 

senator would like to hear? 

The national interest is not a fixed objective fact, 

but is always in the making. It is the composite of all 

opinions and of all special concerns. Protestants, Catholics, 

Jews, minorities -- the whole nation is a composite of special 

interest groups whose wishes must be fairly represented by our 

elected Congressmen and Senators. If I don ' t communicate my 

special interest -- who will? 
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Why should ethnic lobbying be any less legitimate than 

the lobbying of labor, the Chamber of Commerce, the pro-and 

anti-abortionists and all the ott"Er secular and religious 

bodies that make up the spectrum of different economic and 

political interests in a vital, pluralistic democracy? 

As to the wisdom of political action, we would paraphrase 

Edmund Burke's famous adage, 11 
••• bad officials are elected 

by citizens who don't vote. 11 
--

11 
••• bad policies are shaped 

by citizens who don't speak up. 11 

It has been reported that various spokesmen for the 

administration have telephoned Congressmen and Senators to 

solicit their vote for the AWAC deal, with the plea 11 
••• don ' t 

let the Jews dictate foreign policy." 

This crude appeal to antisemitism , thank God , has been 

singularly ineffective. Congress and the Senatre are swinging 

around in opposition to AWACS for Saudi Arabia -- and so is 

public opinion -- not because Jews are so passionately loved 

or feard, but because there is a growing bi-partisan majority 

consensus that the AWAC deal is not in the best interest of 

America. 

So far in American history, the advocacy of special Jewish 

concerns has been well received and Jewish lobbying has been 

generally successful. The reason is simple. Contrary to 

Senator Mathias' opinion, the American people perceive Jewish 
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causes to be in harmony with America's core ideals of fair play 

and freedom. They see no conflict between Israel ' s security needs 

and the national interest of the United States. 

Do not hesitate to express your concern with your Congressman, 

Senator, the Secretary of State and President Reagan over the 

proposed deal with Saudi Arabia. The administration is already 

wavering and considering a compromise. Your final push may be 

decisive. 

Finally, the AWAC controversy has a deep impact on our 

status in America. It has raised the following fundamental 

questions: 

* How free and self-assertive do we want to be? 

* Should we voluntarily retreat from the arena of 

public debate? 

* Should we circumscribe and curtail our rightful 

share in national decision-making? 

* Should we suppress our own vital Jewish interest? 

* Should we let ourselves be intimidated, muffle our 

voices and resume the contemptible ghetto mentality of 

11 hush-hush? 11 

If I, as a refugee from Hitler's native land , could offer 

any advice to our people, it is: There is no reward for being 

meek and submissive. Six million of our people unfortunately 

did not learn this lesson in time. Stand firm . We are not 
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insignificant. We are entitled to influence. 

The one lesson our tragic historical experience in other 

lands has taught us is that if you have power, use it or 

lose it! It is not strength but weakness that is held in 

contempt. 

We owe it to America and we owe it to ourselves to speak 

up firmly and fearlessly lest we surrender our most precious 

right as Americans, free speech and free assembly. 

Let no one, Congressman, Senator or even the President, 

inhibit our political self-expression in America. And let us 

not be thin-skinned if they use their right of free speech to 

attack us. That's the way it goes. Sometimes, we have to 

fight and when we win it will be over. At least it has been 

that way in America. We need not fear a pogrom, or all sorts 

of dreadful repercussions, win or lose, in this fight. 

This Rosh Hashanah reminds us that we are the heirs of 

an ancient people; that here in America we, too, have found a "land 

of the free and the home of the brave;" that in this anniversary 

year we shall not be less proud and assertive of our rights than 

were the founders of this Congregation in 1852, 130 years ago. 

Our destiny is inseparable from that of our people. 

One of our members wrote a prayer from which the following 

lines speak to this moment: 



"This day is a day 

To blend one's 

Being with a past 
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Which has become the present. 

We are not here alone, 

We are with our history, 

With a trend of thought --

A pattern of tradition --

Which has been bequeathed to us. 

We are not entities unto ourselves. 

Our fulfillment must come from our 

Ability to continue ..... " 

(Faith Goldstein) 

AMEN 
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I THE NATIONAL AND THE JEWISH INTEREST 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation EVE OF ROSH HASHANAH 

SEPTEMBER 28, 1981 

How beautiful it is to celebrate together the birthday of 

the universe which is what Rosh Hashanah is all about. Despite 

heavy clouds on the horizon of the future , we have good reason 

for joy and gratitude . We are grateful that the world God created 

is still there, ~ :Yet- ini 4nerated by he dreaded nucl-ea-r 

-oolocaust for whi ch all supe~ powers are prepa~. ;W'e are 

alive, we are free and we still have many opportunities to set 

the world right . ~ref~ We are hopeful . 

Birthdays are festivities of remembrance . As we review 

the road we have travelled, we inwardly re -assess success and 

failure , ..t j'uch re-assessments help us clarify future goals . 

Our remembrance becomes a solid base for new resolutions, new 

directions and changes in our way of life . 

This Rosh Hashanah is not only the anniversary of the 

creation of the universe , but a special anniversary for us 

here at home. We are beginning tonight the 130th anniversary yea~ 

of the creation of Washington Hebrew Congregation . I wish that 
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by some sort of magic I could have you see and feel what it was 

like to be a Jew 130 years ago. ~us s-3;1/--tl:le year- 18§2 •,:hefl---OOr 

I -be'btev .. e .. ,---SU99est to us how a Jew ought to aet;--+,,,....,~ ~ 

1852 -- how pitifully few were our people then in the 

nation's capital: the whole Jewish corrrnunity could easily 

have been accorrrnodated in our Temple library! 

They were all newcomers, most of them recent immigrants 

from Europe . 

Americans. 

One or two families , perhaps , second generation 
;, fin· o p...e,,-

In 1852, not a single country~recognized Jews as 

equal citizens · is: sµ, except France. Switzerland, the only 
I 

other democracy in the world at that time, would not even permit 

a Jew to cross its borders. 

Among the approximately 21 Jews who met here in Washington 

in a private house on Pennsylvania Avenue at 21st Street on April 
/)v.DS't-° 

25, 1852, ap1.1~ili 111 :::feiw had come from ',8t isas pa: ts cf Gennany.1here
1 

Jews were still restricted in their right to marry , forbidden to 

own more than one house and excluded from virtually ever1 decent 

profession. 

In Rome, Jews were still confined, like sub-humans, behind 

ghetto walls. As late as six years after the founders of WHC had 

met to organize themselves as a congregation, a Catholic priest 
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i n Bologna, Italy, could
1
with impunity, kidnap a Jewish child, Edgar 

Mortara, and for two decades raise the child as a Catholic in a 

secret hideout, finally turning him into a priest. To no avail 
+e~-rs ~o1 fi.t, 

-t,I r I ugh~ a I I tlre~ were the ~re:t'l-~ pleas of the 
T~ /'}\ 0 ':>. V ~ ; { v,I ~ j 

parents, Dr. and Mrs. Mortara. ~ the intervention of several 

kings , ttAl 0,1 d~~ 1'he Pope and his church stood by the 

priest who had abducted Edgar Mortara. 

1852 was no easy year to be a Jew. Can you imagine the 

amazement, buAkZi-tefiJii =fJ i sbel i of. of our founders when that very ~ ~ 

year a fellow-Jew was elected Senator in one of the great states 
) 

of the Union, Judah P. Benjamin of Louisiana. 

r "' At firs , oo fou.ud.ing, fa.t:he- m l'?Efvi erroug~iiiiD._ __ 

confide ce- that this radical difference in th treatment and status 

of Jew in the United States was here to stay so they were 

afra'id go public w·th a Jewish ~ regat·o~ · 

.... without t powerful 1 ega l backi~. In pi te of the fact 

the general law of ra, ed no obstacles to i 

nders special act f Congress, 

by Pre i'dent Franklin Pierce (June 2, 1856). 

charter, ~ ich you can see on display in our 

eS\ the creati on of our Congregation. ( 
1 --<:"':l,.,u•L...,~ tne man w o wa instru-

/ men ta 1 in getting this charter for us, Capt. Jonas Phi 11 i ps'levy, ~ ~ fJ>11 5:ck.vt 

\

(-b~~ portrait hangs in our L.tbrary. ___i_ 
-----;--;::::~--,-~------- l 

·who hi~$ 1le_f r5f-fN?s .. ~ t-1wH c ~ 
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Capt. Levy, the youngest of ten children, a descendant of the 

distinguished Phillips family of Philadelphia, '.ftiFl=eh goe-s-1:rat:-k-tO' 

~tu:ti-gna~y--=-times--;. was a new breed of Jew. Orphaned at the age 

of nine, a cabin boy on the high seas at 16, Jonas Levy became a 

hero in the American-Mexican War, ~'e{C'~ General Winfield 
nr_o~cl k \,.., f.k.-

scot t, .{a p taj n of the port of Vera Cruz,~ became an admiral of 

the Peruvian navy before he took office as president of WHC. His 

was an act hard to follow. 

Not for one moment did Captain Levy hesitate to use what 

opportunity or connection h~--had in order to ~Wfi.C#~ hJp 
; " @tre: f~ I )y,ca:J 

p:c:hjtisal ~~QG@ii;:&=efo~ tRc ~enefit of his fellow Jewsyr Wnen the 

U.S.State Department fl!9ti negotiated a~ lucrative trade treaty 
j H "f't.L 

with Switzer1and, our Capt. Levy became a leader~ Am i• r 1o'fla:;e:h@ 
.µ, rev,-,e ~ r~~(1kk_t)f ~ ✓s-..,.,~.-._c/_y 

._-ir--s:t-~l battle ,t · ~~e · · 
' 1 

c::/, 'f 0\-. ~ ~ vf t°""' ~ a.,,,">,....,f Jew--, ~ U..d4-
-ood sectiiity or: tffe-11oW7tews-~. ffie fad; ti bthis treaty

1
- ~~- ~lii.i!liilri._ 

.t.h excp~ American cotton, tobacco and ri cc ,%~.S :J:.Jr-Ff:l~oiJ:cl ~ Sw,1J c.c';i.,, J · 
fG:l-,f-(l~t-~·s _h-e~ly W?.scfe~..-i ia.-) . 

\ e -/fhe interest of the r.rs:zr-respec1 ally the powerful South) ~ t s 

~a ... by tl,E l:l. S. state 0epa&me1re -- did not stop Capt. 

Levy from agitating against it in the name of his people's dignity 

and human rights. 

depots of military technology in 
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wJ~h~. 
Iran could easily happen .a!Q~ Btl3r in Saudi Arabia.J ~-ev-e-rflfftem;-, 

¥e-~n--two years ago/ when insurgents seized 

, the great Mosque of Mecca, ct~t1ld ~e overtr;n:r~w. If the 

AWACS and F-15's fell into the hands of a radical and aggressive ~Y~ 

regime, they would be a deadly menace to Israel and, at the same 
~-~, 

time, eeil i,,:ver some of our most closely guarded military secrets to 

the enemies 1th AWACS hav Tig the capacity of 

identifying every plance in an air space as vast as tha/ petween 

an unfrie~dl Arab egime could p: e~ent any r 
be sserytial 1to her surv va1. 

bring us /,o one of 
I 

he m9st e cruc/ ating / est 

cons i ience and cou age to which Ame i c/an ws a e noWJbei , 
J 

Secre ary of State, Haig, have laid their 

• prestige on the line. They have committed the vast powers of the 

administration to pushing this deal through CongressTwe Jews are 

forced to choose between two considerations. On the one hand is 

the administration's view that the ~~
1~fs{~ip£~fr 0~~~0t:rl:l if~ .'>'# 

~clvo-w~ 
at-<i s lth,_'# v,ew hotly contested by a number of military and political 

experts. On the other hand is the l!0fflflh:,:1,e consensus of Israelis 

that the sale of the AWACS and F-15 planes holds deadly perils to 

the State of Israel-~ ~.----------------------

Forced to choose between support for our friendly Saudi 

Arabian oil supplier and t e blood of our people, American Jews 
$1 ' 
~ stand ~ by their people. V v 



The issue in this proposed sale of military hardware to 

Saudi Arabia goes beyond a security problem. It is a 

test case by which the Reagan administration will be gauging 

the strength of Jewish and public support for Israel. As the 

crisis reaches it climax within the next few weeks, we shall 

be able to judge who is on which side, who are and who are 

not the true friends of Israel -- and how real is the commit

ment of President Reagan, the administration and Congress to 

the State of Israel. 

Also, we must see the current agitation on behalf of 

Saudi Arabia within the larger context of a ferocious anti

Israel and anti-Begin campaign. Who is behind it? Is it a 

powerful bloc within our military-industrial complex? Is it 

a portion of the financial comnunity who are enamored by 

the oil rich Arab states and don't mind sacrificing Israel 

for all sorts of favors from the Arab world? 

We ourselves cannot endorse every word and every action 

of Prime Minister Menachem Begin . The bombing of Beirut 

caused us great anguish. But, we are aghast at the 

totally unbalanced vilification of Begin in the media . 

TIME MAGAZINE characterized him as deceptive, fanatical, 



self-righteous and vengeful. A well-known columnist and TV 

personality in the Washington area called Begin "another Hitler . " 

The whole world roared in outrage at the reported death 

of 400 Lebanese civicilians (a figure now revised downward to 

200) -- and most of them were PLO terrorists! In the perspective 

of our Jewish sense of justice and compassion even 50 or 5 or 

one innocent civilian casualty would be too much. But, can we 

forget that the incident took place in the context of war? 

That the Arab parties involved have refused every offer of 

peace negotiations and will not even recognize the existence 

of the State of Israel? 

Also, how strange it is that the very same voices so 

quick to condemn Israel for its attack on Beirut have remained 

silent at the slaughter of some 70,000 Leb3nese civilians for 

which the PLO and Syria are directly responsible? 

Or, consider the latest double standard of world opinion--

Anwar Sadat ' s massive purge of all dissidents. He throws 

thousands of them into the jails of Cairo without trial and due 

process. Not a word of criticism 
f 
ts to be heard . Can you 

imagine the howls of protest and condemnation Begin would get 

in the media if he rounded up and arrested 2,000 Palestinians 

on the West Bank? 



Not only ties of common blood, but plain and simple justice 

compel us to stand by Israel in these difficult days. 
or"-- , 

For this we~ betd taken to task by Senator Charles 

Mathias of Maryland. In his recent 25-page article in FOREIGN 

AFFAIRS, 91'.l wl:ii r.11 110 l ii illl& U-i I rave t.ut ► oJ a Foll 3 !eH ? the senator:, 

with clear reference to the Jew5;criticized-@:l'i~lffi:ert ethnic interest 

groups which, he says, "sometimes press causes that derogate from 

t4'-. national interest." 
~rt.· 'l'\q1- s,,__(tz-,•e I-! -'/'I .t,,d 

The senator's insinuation that American Jews a(. 1-~S" · I~ ' "':j UJG.V~y.c. 

- . . . . ~ 14 'h8{.,'.J1-ta,/_ i>t~ 
--..;i,.I.W, _ _.tc.vo. ~lb 1r a at +o.Aa:-l mt-ere-s t..,..-tha n ~o the-r.s:::o 11 m, § Ai: l"e:tce t -v11:l 11 t / 

~best for-Amer-ice i-.r:r-f:a-vef f what is -§ooa for tbe~must 

not go unanswered. 

We owe it to our fellow citizens lest we be misjudged; 

we owe it to our enemies lest they gloat over this unexpected 

reinforcement of their anti-Jewish suspicions; and we owe it to 

ourselves,to respond firmly and strongly lest we forfeit our 

most precious right as Americans -- free speech and free assembly 

the right to speak and act as part of the political process. 

Who has the right to define America's national interest? 

If Mr. Mathias holds a certain view as to what is best 

for America -- is a contrary view necessarily bad for America? 

As a voter in Maryland, I receive from Mr. MathiaslJJ. 
foJ:.c:};_i,.,f . 

. ~t"'t questionnaires
1
~my opinions e~e so]ici:teii on many 

foreign and domestic issues. Am I to reply only what the 

distinguished senator would like to hear? , 



The national interest is not a fixed objective fact, but 

is always in the making. It is the composite of all opinions and 

of all special concerns which can only be determined after all 

sincerely held viewpoints are communicated to our senatorial 

and congressional legislators. If I don't speak up for my special 

interest, -- who will? 

Why should ethnic lobbying be any less legitimate than the 

lobbying activities of labor, the Chamber of Commerce, the pro 

and anti-abortionists and all the other secular and religious 

bodies that make up the spectrum of different economic and 

political interests in a vital, pluralistic democracy? 

As to the wisdom of political action, we would paraphrase 

Edmund Burke's famous adage , "Bad officials are elected by 
\ 

citizens who don't vote . " -- B f l.c,e.s c;;re.._gh~r.zd 

~ o.-~ who d 010-f- spe k,,,,t'·'' 
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'f j_ Lv-'J t 

In 1852,
11 

a handful of Jews in Washington who had harclly 

gaJ;.terH:ts--ed to-their fo71 citi"Yenship ~ to- act 

~~o;.,;.ttd;.;.;. ~ews. aRa p1 oud A1112., i ca:11!~ TI,cJ used what 1 ittl e power 
D "'- be ~~ t..,C. of-

they had to influence American policy 1'e l,e1j!!l tneir oppressed 

brethren abroad. 

The example of Capt. Jonas P. Levy'-s-sc}--l--:1·ada.arr.;1~·t~yLW1♦1i.;i.i~thA---

--u.i.,;>-tJeople-wb.en-:i-n neet:b,arnb treuo-1-e was fo 11 owed by another 

great president of WHC, Simon Wolf, who, we are told, 11 enjoyed 

the esteem and confidence of every President from Lincoln to 

Roosevelt. /fsimon Wolf persuaded President Grant to send a 

mission to Rumania to help the persecuted Jews.fHe was the 

initiator of the Kishineff Conferences throughout America to 

pressure the President and Congress to abrogate America's 

treaties with Russia because of its relentless oppression of 

Jews.[f7 

kll~gations of putting the Jewish interest above the 

" ./""'\. \ natio al interest would not have s{opped hyn. No would his 
I 

Ch ·stian fellow citizens have , aid much attention , o it . \ 

On the contrary ~ is V 
.j 



Lifelong public advocacy of Jewish causes only earned him greater 

respect as a national leader in the Republican party, adviser and 

confidante of presidents and, -- how strange to relate, -- Simon 

Wolf received a presidential appointment as U. S. Ambassador 

to Egypt, exactly 100 years ago! ~0 
--!J 

...- Meanwh1'1 e, the- rtt:tmbel", the-e ~ss;t~a~tttt:133'""1:Bl'flAl'Elel-ttMtt:l'tt'aftE:-e--G:f:..-AH~~il,A 

Jewry nas vastl-y- g-reWl'l'. Today, American Jews are 20 times as 

numerous as in 1852 ~ \re are •HdfllHI 15 one of the most 
• J??rliCi_n ~./,Dr-t/ 

afflue~t, best educated and politically 4rftc1Ac group in 

the USA. To the extent that antisemitism can be measured 

stati sti ca lly, it has been in steady decline the 1 ast 20 years • 
i't- -* is ~cnt1; at its lowest point in the United States. 

According to the latest scientific opinione We 61 t!; 

CY~i.ktto" it" 
-respected as much as any success group in mer- ca._ 

The one lesson our tragic historical experience in other 

lands has taught us is that if you have power, use it, or 

lose it. It is not strength but weakness that is held in 

contempt.{P-e I 1av e ilO , ea:son-wha-tev-er to be -; nhi bite ct i rrrrat 

_...po-+4--ttcal se:tf _expression -:i-n Afl:te-M-e&. 

.,.... If there were even the sl1g est moment of hesitation i~ 

our rising to the defense of our eople, remembe ~ Mordecai 1 s 

when he asked that she use her influence to 

✓ 



L, \ . () I, i "'- fr,; wlJi-
V\I r-t- 'r'..tl ~ .~ .J4.v..:, ~ ''f 
6~ t1,.~ .If;, ltt'1£\V~ • ~ 

11~Q..t in yo:r mind that you wi 11 escape any mo-re-th n 

foll the Jews. If yo} keeP sil~nt at this time, relief ant 

.... deliverance will arise to the Jews from af'\..other p1'-a"ce, oot 
,/ ✓ 

- YOU and yot(r famtly wi l,-1 peri shs 
✓ 

t,/ 

"Who knows whether you have not come to royal estate for 

such a time as this?~ ef".:Zh..-~ IV 

'' If you keep silent at ~s tim.!!_ •• you ~l •pe~ 

In 1917, ~e-41Gwe~f,~leader of Germany's Socialist Party) 

<--

1llle Jewess, Rosa Luxembur~ as asked i,,. a- friern! to speak up for fl ... H. 2~ 

. , ~, ~o;.., "°2 CoUi.~~ ,s f ~d ~ . .-(o,,,,..,,,~.-d-
~ Jews who were then being massacred 1!'..,,, ~d;Letue J1tP\;t@'ii1iti s1'1a , ~Vkt.-e.> . 

Rosa Luxemburg replied: 

"Why do you come to me with your special Jewish sorrows? 

I feel just as sorry for the wretched Indian victims in Puta-Mayo 

and the Negroes in Africa ... I cannot find a special corner in 

- - -- --
,, :~':It- ~ -' ,~ e ~ 1 

/J~~u t.,e} 



in my heart for the ghetto." (Walter Laqueur, 11A Hi story of Zionism, 11 

page 435. Judd Teller, "Scapegoat of Revolutions," page 164) 

Two years later, ·Rosa Luxemburg was arrested and assassinated 

by German office_rs_._ ~d,- ~_exi· t.lea! =- • • • • ~•f f _ef ~? f, ' /~ · "'i.;J/ f- ~ ,, 
~,-y},e needs of our people cry out to us, America 

.wrnr f rovidentiall\Mave come into full freedom, prosperity and 

c~s~s@. ltlb~@ influence. 
COk~ 

Share your ¥1~ with your congressman, senator, the Secretary of 

--of --Israel a,od 4be United S-ta-~over the 
?,.,-.,.1 F. Ire,,,,_ t1f31.-1~,:f ~ 

proposed sale of 4"-IS ttghter plane-s a::a 1!he AWACS Ato Saudi t L; f-
Arabi :J! Lef In O eh£- Gvf~ 1 Scl,\,~£_.o.... ~ ~ {k P~~♦·Lt - /' "- i,.i : 

~ ro (i,-.'(~ <;£.,.{?• Jl.\ ,~ a""- fl--. A~~ lo . 7? 
Our destiny \s inseparable from that of our people and from 

Israel. 

One of our members wrote a prayer from which the following 
-to -< ~..'ft.t!:~ 

lines speak 1'lrei.{md. this moment: 
11 This day is a day 

To blend one's 

Being with a past 

Which has become the present. 

We are not here alone, 

We are with our history ,__,-.c:::;:.r:::,__ 

With a trend of thought --

A pattern of 'tradition --

Which has been bequeathed to us. 

r !1;:s 
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We are not entities unto ourselves. 

Our fulfillment must come from our 

Abi H ty to continue. 11 

(Faith Goldstein) 
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THE NATIONAL AND THE JEWISH INTEREST 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation EVE OF ROSH HASHANAH 

SEPTEMBER 28, 1981 

How beautiful it is to celebrate together the birthday of 

the universe which is what Rosh Hashanah is all about. 

heavy clouds on the horizon of the future, we have good 

for joy and gratitude. We are grateful that the world God created 

is still there. We are alive, we are free -and we~i-l-"I ha-v-e...ma-A,i--

rtuni ties to set t orld- right. We are hopeful:_] 

Birthdays are festivities of remembrance. As we review 

the road we have travelled, we inwardly re-assess success and 

failure. Such re-assessments help us clarify future goals. Our 

remembrance becomes a solid base for new resolutions, new directions 

and changes in our way of life. 

This Rosh Hashanah is not only the anniversary of the 

creation of the universe, but a special anniversary for us here 

at home. e1 e-.-1-:i1i'""":::--/P t:l, /,. J "!!) 
of the creation of Washington Hebrew Congregation. I wish that t:-f,,...~ r .. :_)•/ 

t'rc)J;<.f/()rf-y11-,,,. bMk.. ./.1J !P-rJ e~ 1J'r.i. -.cf .../ 
by some sort of magic I coula1have you see and feel what it was 

like to be a Jew 130 years ago. 

1852 -- how pitifully few were our people then in th~ 
Pf f.·/lf.t.. ~/0().5'0~ 

nation's capital: the whole Jewish community~could easily 

have been accommodated in our Temple library! ~~l-d rJtJp se'lY/tt·f~d,L_ 
(Jv'--fri-Hf ~~ ,~Jfu,!./2-~ .' 
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They were all newcomers, 
JU::. "¥ f-t' ,.... 

most of them recent inmigrants from 
,U,~ 0 wJ2 J..12-.-

Europe.I'\ --One or two families, perhaps, Asecond generation Americans. 
otd.s:<:k t/FrlH'l c.e-

In 1852, not a single country in EuropeArecognized Jews as equal 

Switzerland, the only ?ther democracy) 11~1-.to ft,...o__US4 1 

Hi th@ t.u~.it that time, would not even permit a Jew to cross 

its borders. 

Among the approximately 21 Jews who met liete i11:Was:btng-ton. 

in a private house on ~ennsylvania Avenue at 21st Street on April 
.f..o 07~~ f.Sf-tJc'l.}n,"(f-Jew,s/...@J,<~a..-_,. 

25, 1852,,lmost had come from Germany. There, Jews were still 

restricted in their right to marry, forbidden to own more than 

one house and excluded from virtually every decent profession. 

In Rome, Jews were still confined, like sub-humans, behind 
fo "'-+-I d ,- .,_ p 

ghetto walls. As late as six years after the i@aiwJ f~of WHC mot 

~1~gi::+~t~?~?i!l2~~~<-~~h~~l!r9~! ~&~!~1!!!!!1~5~1!~,pe&~tl.-i,i e-eR~, a Ca tho l i c priest 
d;;/1 

in Bologna, Italy, could, with impunity, kidnap a Jewish child, 

Edgar Mortara., --. for two decades },:a i sel the child as a 
A 

Catholic 

in a secret hideout, finally turning him into a priest. To no 

avail were the tears and the pleas of the parents, Dr. and Mrs. 

Mortara. To no avail was the intervention of several kings. 

The Pope and his church stood by the priest who had abducte 

Edgar Mortara. -, .. n Wt d r'hY lu,," .. , ry/~t;- j_ _ -1852 was no easy year to be a Jew. Can you imagine the 

amazement of our founders when that very same year, a fellow

Jew was elected Senator tn one of the great states of the Union, 

Judah P. Benjamin of. Loui sian~ ? {r,-a,.,.,,J G(k /ff-fH'~;c/ fiowdPurr:·(4.. ~ 
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Who was thfSfirst President of WHC? 

Captain Levy, the youngest of ten children, a descendant 

' of the di~tinguished Phillips family of Philadelphia, was a new 

breed of Jew. Orphaned at the age of nine, a cabin boy on the 

high seas at 16, Jonas Levy became a hero in the American-Mexican 

War. General Winfield Scott appointed him captain of the port 

of Vera Cruz. He became an admiral of the Peruvian navy before 

he took office as president of WHC. His was an act hard to 

follow. 

Not for one moment did Captain Levy hesitate to use what 

opportunity or connection he had in order to help his fellow 

Jews in foreign lands. When the U.S. State Department 

negotiated a lucrative trade treaty with Switzerland, our Capt. 

Levy became a leader in the battle to revise or cancel the 

treaty bec_ause of Switzerland's discrirr.'ination against Jews. 

Under this treaty, American cotton, tobacco and rice were to 

be exported to Switzerland. The fact that this treaty was 

clearly in the interest of the USA (especially the powerful 

South) -- did not stop Capt. Levy from agitating against it in 

the name of his people's dignity and human rights. 

There are inescapable parallels with our current campaign 

against the sale of F-15 "enhancements" and AWACS to Saudi Arabia 
'"J 

/ 

President Reagan and Secretary of State Haig have laid 

their prestige on the line. They have committed the vast powers 

of the administration to pushing this deal through Congress. 
----

]/-I #II f .._, ,.,. __ tJ.;s j > 5t,.c -{o II ,t/,:f, if- ; s '11,o,f- Ud "'>e-&t,~"'fl' hn ~ F~F,;f y,-._, \ 
f.l_:-1,tu c,,.,.,~'-:~ ~- 114jf.,;L-,. ~ J,..,,r 1,e,_,-<-- -tta 11m' '-"- r,d, "'-' "'~ J dr (t--f-C-(;, ~ 5C r- ' ,,,,,,_~ 1 ,. (, ,._ r~ ./.,e_ ~ d "~---- 5 ~? .) s ~ ~ r">-._ J.e-<--~ . 
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We ourselves cannot endorse every word and every action 

of Prime Minister Menachem Begin. The bombing of Beirut caused 

us great anguish. But we are aghast at the totally unbalanced 

vilification of Begin in the media. TIME MAGAZINE characterized 

him as deceptive, fanatical, self-righteous and vengeful. 

known columnist and TV personality in the Washington area called 

Begin 11 another Hitler. 11 

The whole world roared in outrage at the reported death 

of 400 Lebanese <mliiiaiil~~ a figure now revised downward to 

200) -- and most of them were PLO terrorists! In the perspective 

of our Jewish sense of justice and compassion, even 50 or 5 or 

one innocent civilian casualty would be too much. But, can we 

forget that the incident took place in the context of war? 

That the Arab parties involved have refused every offer of 
ow)' 

peace negotiations and ....._______ recognize the existence 

of the State of Israel? 

Also, how strange it is that the very same voices so 

quick to condemn Israel for its attack on Beirut have remained 

silent at the slaughter of some 70,000 Lebanese civilians for 

which the PLO and Syria are directly responsible? 



also 
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~ eonsider Athe latest double standard of world opinion 

Anwar Sadat's massive purge of all dissidents. He throws 

thousand~~ot0Ath~m~into the jails of Cairo without trial and due / -
~ ~ ~J w~ >-Lr' 0 ,-~ I j.µ. f-'I° c).,._ ~ "-->-~ q' •) ~ i /'J;:i " " K... I 

process. /\ Not a word of criticism is to be hea~d:Jc,an you 

imagine the howls of protest and co~mnation Begin would get fro......., o"'-A--

;js media if he rounded up and arrested 2,000 Palestinians 

on the We.st Bankf_/ 0,(. ded!Jt /4),-Tf., Jv--.s °'4f:- c5 Jk- ·th"e s~ ysc,,c/d-~ 
Not only ties of corrmon blood, but plain and simple justice 

compel us to stand by Israel in these difficult days. 

For this we are being taken to task by Senator Charles 

Mathias of Maryland. In his recent 25-page article in FOREIGN 

AFFAIRS, the senator, with clear reference to the Jews, criticized 

ethnic interest groups which, ·he says, "sometimes press causes 

t at derogate from the nationa 1 interest. 11 /"" ✓P lo,~~rd.sJ t~ ~ &e~>;t 
c . ~-e cc1 iv7/CCI i-l ~ I c ;-; u 1 • ~ "'"" ~,, .s .... ~<A-d c/2, J,#e . F7c.._ 

O The senator's insinuat·on tat American Je •s are not ·: 7 · 'J!,J':(-;o~ ,J-.../t ,.,f-." 

sufficiently devoted to the national interest must not go 

unanswered. 

We owe it to our fellow citizens lest we be misjudged; 

0 

process. 
;;.AC/1,t.§ iv-e, 

Who has the
1

right to define America's national interest? 

....__ 
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If Mr. Mathias holds a certain view as to what is best 

for America -- is a contrary view necessarily bad for America? 

As a voter in Maryland, I receive from Mr. Mathias 

questionnaires soliciting my opinions on many foreign and 

domestic issues. Am I to reply only what the distinguished 

senator would like to hear? 

The national interest is not a fixed objective fact, 

~~· t<-tw,-~or my special interest, -- who will? 

Why should ethnic lobbying by any less legitimate than 

the lobbying activities of labor, the Chamber of Commerce, the 

pro and anti-abortionists and all the other secular and 

religiou3 bodies that make up the spectrum of different 

economic and political interests in a vi tal, pluralistic 

democracy? 

As to the wisdom of political action, we would paraphrase 

Edmund Burke's famous adage, 11 Bad officials are elected by 

citizens who don't vote. 11 
--

11 Bad policies are shaped by 

citizens who do not speak up. 11 
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my heart for the ghetto." (Walter Laqueur, "A History of Zionism," 

page udd T apegoat of Revo 1 uti ons 11 .age- 164) 

T er, Rosa L as arrested a~ted 

by silent, ... you will perish. 11 

The needs of our people cry out to us_ Ame, 1ean e,fg.. 
A~-r""""~ 

Providentially, we\ have come into full freedom, prosperity and 

influence. We are the Queen Esther of this century. We must 

help and act now. Share your concern with your congressman, 

senator, the Secretary of State and President Reagan over the 

speak to this moment: 

"This day is a day 

To blend one's 

Being with a past 

Which has become the 

We are not here alone, 

We are with our ~istory, 

With a trend of thought -

A pattern of tradition --

---------
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Which has been bequeathed to us. 

We are not entities unto ourselves. 

Our fulfillment must come from our 

Ability to continue. . 11 

(Faith Goldstein) 



AJ-d' f ~d ~ 1 
~1€ 

~ ~ <e__ e«-cf. 1- {N ;( l_ 

1~~ ~-fcf b 1 Hu>l-HuL '' 

If I j h c' Mj~ />vt- !/ /fi,_ ·, 'll d.-f,, ._ I c)1, ,j 
Q,..&...fd o(f<- ~ , cf..,_,..- c.e /v {) c,, fQ.o 7'--U_, 1 , f- l .5 • 

J)- "' .f- ( .ef ~c dvt, 14, , c/ ,y{I ~L, • 

1-J :·f- Di__e,;\;\ h -H de ! 
The one lesson our tragic historical experienc in other 

~ ,\-'"lkL. n.-,..i...l 

lands has taught us is that if you hav power use it -- or 
I\ ' ' 

lose it. It is not strength but weakness that is held in 

contempt. _________ _ 
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THE NATIONAL AND THE JEWISH INTEREST 

By RAbbi Joshua 0. Habennan 
W~shington Hebrew Congregation 

EVE OF ROSH HASHANAH 
SEPTEMBER 28, 1981 -·-----

~ How beautif r ' i t is to celebrate together the birthday of 

the univ rse ich is what Rosh Hashanah is all ~espite 

heavy s n the horizon of the good reason 

and gratitu~, We are gr 

is still there.~ e alive, we We are hopeful. · 

B_irthdays 

the road we 

As we review 

re-assess success and 

re-assessme5P help us . cl 

rememb nee becomes a S-01id base for new 

a ch•!19~~ o~ o~ ife j 

This Rosh Has hanah is not only the anniversary of the 

at home. Tonight we are beginning the 130th anniversary year 

of the creation of t he Washington Hebrew Congregation. 

1852 and have you see and feel what it was like to be a Jew 

130 years ago. '-vf-th~t>~ · 
1852 -- how pitifully few were QJII. pe11pJ e then ift 1:Re 

~t-5h:kj~ 
Aati~n•s ~apital9 the whole Jewish corrrnunity of little· over 

100 souls could easily have been accorrrnodated in our Temple 

library! They had no seating problem on the High Holy Days 

in those days! 

Our 



F--, .)J: fff.).:J cn M-> ,,-e_ I~ d--
1 r+- i5 J)uk 'i-~~~~~~ I 

Today, 

are one of 

can be 
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,mes as numerous as in 1852. 

politically 

group i 

it is at its lowest point in the Unite 



I When Persian Jews were in trouble, Mordecai asked his 

niece, Queen Esther, to intervene: 

whether you have not estate for 

such a time as 

(Esther, 4.14) 

Jewish history 

Jewish woman who might 

the role. 

.you wi 11 perish." 

brilliant and powerful 

modern Esther but rejected 

, a leader of Germany's 

Socialist Party, for Russian Jews who 

were then bein massacred both by Commu ·st and anti-Communist 

armies. Luxemberg replied: 

do you come to me with your 

just as sorry for the wretched Indian victi Puta-Mayo 

the Negroes in Africa ... I cannot find a special c rner in 



l 
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Who was this first President of WHC? 

Captain Levy, the youngest of ten children, a descendant 

of the distinguished Phillips family of Philadelphia, was a new 
\ 

breed of Jew. Orphaned at the age of nine, a cabin boy on the 

high seas at 16, Jonas Levy became a hero in the American-Mexican 

War. General Winfield Scott appointed him captain of ·the port 

of Vera Cruz. He became an admiral of the Peruvian navy before 

he took office as president of WHC. His was an act hard to 

follow. 

Not for one moment did Captain . Levy hesitate to use what 

opportunity or connection he had in order to help his fellow 

Jews in foreign lands. When the U. S. State Department 

negotiated a lucrative trade treaty with Switzerland, our 

Captain Levy became a leader in the battle to revise or cancel 

the treaty because of Switzerland's discrimination against 

Jews. Under this treaty, American cotton, tobacco and rice 

were to be exported to Switzerland. The fact that this treaty 

was clearly in the interest of the USA (especially the powerful 

Touth) -- did not stop Capt. Levy from agitating against it in 

the name of his people's dignity and human rights. 

There are inescapable parallels with our current campaign 

against the sale of F-15 "enhancements" and AWACS to Saudi Arabia, 

an eight and a half billion dollar deal. If I focus on this issue 

tonight, it is not because I especially delight in a strategic 
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political controversy on Rosh Hashanah, but because the way we 

handle this issue fundamentally affects our self-image, our pride 

and our status as American Jews. -

President Reagan and Secretary of State Haig have laid 

their prestige on the line. They have colTITiitted the vast powers 

of the administration to pushing this deal through Congress. 

We Jews are forced to choose between two viewpoints: On 

the one hand is the administration's view that the deal gives the 

USA economic, political and strategic advantages. I'm s~re you 
- ~ 

have read over and over again the specific points in this argu-

ment: that the Saudis are the most moderate Arabs, that they have 

268 billion dollars to invest, that they are keeping oil prices 

down for us and seek American friendship. 

You are probably also familiar with the opposing viewpoint: 

that what happened in Iran could easily happen in Saudi Arabia. 

It almost did, two years ago, when Saudi insurgents seized 

the Great Mosque of Mecca. That it would be very damaging to 

American security if the AWACS fell into the hands of a radical 

and unfriendly Arab regime. However, you may not be aware of 

the fact that Saudis are far from moderate as far as Israel is 

concerned. In 1973, they sent 6,000 soldiers into combat 

against Israel on the Golan Heights. They are officially at 

war with Israel. 



On the other hand is the consensus of Israelis that the sale 
~cu,..~ 

of the AWACS and F-15 planes ~:fi'1.a:tn the State 

of Israel. -/ / What happened in Iran could easily happen in Saudi Arabia. 
s~wd: 

a=.- t almost did1 two years ago, when,tinsurgents seized the 

great Mosque of Mecca. If the AWACS and F-15's fell into the hands {l" 'jt,i.)< _ 
~\,· i-/ ( 

of a radical ffl'.J'f~~~ ~ Arab regime, a cleaGly . J1,. /6/~ 

/2%'l i-{h rf '5i>, -I· 
,. -'D6~~::tQ~Is and, at 1iR9 &~me- t--ime-, ~ our most ::l . ..£. f-o · '< ., .S - · c1 ° ~ r--,..,. ~ 

'- ,.. • • '6,- \,I, hd &.. ,., .J,( • <'tu; ~ k /;.. 
~ losely guarded m1l1tary secrets to the enemies of Amer, ~ /s.;,~ ~/S ~1~~ -~.} 

'A1.~tl he issue in this proposed sale of milita ry hardware to \ /11/'ITl .ft_ ,...'k-tt, 
/" / • __,, f I/ '' 11A 

It is a test case t;~· .So 'r./.i?i,•y ,} .. t;-
by which the Reagan administration will be gauging the strength ~•>--.;t--

Saudi Arabia goes beyond a security problem. 

l5r. e. t ~! C" V Id 
~Jlf s . ftl , i... ir•l •?-~ .- 1-<-

of Jewish and public support for Israel. As the crisis reaches 

ll~ ' . its climax within the next few-ro~s. we shall be able to Judge 

l /iv dr ii. It /J· .,.._.. I) • _ who is on which side, .me u e a1.a .. he are 11ut LIil t, ae=f¥irnds ~ , " c 

2lf I 1 -- and how real is the commitment of President Reagan, /f ,5 ,,f&,,, __ f. 

\~ s~:;;rJr1 the administration and Congress to the State of Israel. 

Also, we must see the current agitation on behalf of 

Saudi Arabia within the larger context of a ferocious anti

Israel and anti-Begin campaign. 8!'e is beRinei it?~ a · 

lSSh..Q__ ) 

~~":' J. 

v,-i?· $, ~e.e s 
~ ::_l.,';1-:r; f~ 

~-~<1-t,.,R) 
~t-~a-.~ s,.1/~✓ c.\..-1:v:rr:1 · •. or,. _____ , k.( ... 1$ /; 

------~~-=--.=::::_..:__ __ ~ / /k.4.£ . /J' f.€<12.~ 

A i 1 IJ - _____ (_.,. 9~, ( ln• ec.~~>~. 
,,-5... C I' 'Y ,{1 )kR._ f},(l,~ t~ £} SI( I' i_'J h•. µti> ~ I'" I y.:J.: ,- --;,, 

"sS" •\~ Yi,.. / , ~ .7/; • .; kl - ..., t ' 5. "d-~ ~ ~ . . .,:;l...c .. -r,. . J 
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It is sheer demagoguery to simplify the issue as a 

Begin-Reagan contest. Israel's vital security is threatened 
dhofJ.-er 

when A nation, still at war with her, is to receive the 

world's rnest sophisticated weapons. In this situation, 

Israel has every reason to be anxious and, as a lung-time ally 

of the USA, she has a right to protest America's massive 

military buildup of Saudi Arabia. 

ll.Jt, the deeper issue in this proposed sale of military 

hardware to Saudi Arabia goes far beyond a security problem 

for either the United States or Israel. It is a test case 

by which the Reagan administration will be measuring the 

strength of Jewish and public support for Israel. As the crisis 

reaches its climax within the next few days, we shall be able 

to judge who is on which side, -- and how real is the corrmitment 

of the President, the administration and Congress to the State 

of Israel. 

Also, we must see the current agitation on behalf of 

Saudi Arabia within the larger context of a ferocious anti

Israel and anti-Begin campaign. 

We, ourselves, cannot endorse every word and every action 

of Prime Minister Menachem Begin. The bombing of Beirut caused 

us great anguish. But we are aghast at the totally unbalanced 

vilification of Begin in the media. TIME MAGAZINE characterized 

him as deceptive, fanatical, self-righteous and vengeful. 

NEWSWEEK had a cover-portrait of Begin inside a Star of David 

made up of rifles, with the headline "Begin Obstacle to Peace?" 

A well-known columnist and TV personality in the Washiggton area 

called begin "another Hitler. 11 

• 

'\. 
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The whole world roared in outrage at the reported death 

of 400 Lebanese {a figure now revised downward to 200) -- and 

most of them were PLO terrorists! · -In the perspective of our 

Jewish sense of justice and compassion, even 50 or 5 or one 

innocent civilian casualty would be too much. But, can we 

forget that the incident took place in the context of war? 

· That the Arab parties involved have refused every offer of 

peace negotiatons ind even now will not recognize the existence 

of the State of Israel? 

Also, how strange it is that the very same voices so 

quick to condemn Israel for its attack on Beirut have remained 

silent at the slaughter of some 70,000 Lebanese civilians for 

which the PLO and Syria are directly responsible? 

/ ~ Consider, also, the latest double standard of world opinion 

Anwar Sadat's massive purge of all dissidents. He throws 

thousands of them into the jails of Cairo without trial and due 

process. He expels Western reporters. He rigs an election and 

gets 99.5% of the vote. Not a word of criticism is to be heard. 

Can you imagine the howls of protest and condemnation 

Begin would get from our media if he rounded up and arrested 

2,000 Palestinians on the West Bank, or dealt with his critics 

in the style of Sadat? 

Not only ties of corm1on blood, but plain and simple justice 

compel us to stand by Israel in these difficult days. 



~-

For this we are being taken to task by Senator Charles 

Mathias of Maryland. In his recent 25-page article in FOREIGN 

AFFAIRS, the senator, with clear reference to the Jews, criticized 

ethnic interest groups which, he says, "sometimes press causes 

that derogate from the national interest." In plain words, we 

are being charged with dual loyalty. We are being suspected of 

indifference to the national interest. 

The senator's insinuation that American Jews are not 

sufficiently devoted to the national interest must not go 

unanswered. 

Who has the exclusive right to define America's national 

interest? 

If Mr. Mathias holds a certain view as to what is best 

for America -- is a contrary view necessarily bad for America? 

As a voter in Maryland, I receive from Mr. Mathias 

questionnaires soliciting my opinions on many foreign and 

domestic issues. Am I to reply only what the distinguished 

senator would like to hear? 

The national interest is not a fixed objective fact, 

but is always in the making. It is the composite of all 

opinions and of all special concerns. Protestants, Catholics, 

Jews, minorities, -- the whole nation is a composite of special 

interest groups whose wishes must be fairly represented by our 

elected Congressmen and Senators. If I don't corrrnunicate my 

special interest, -- who will? 
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Why should ethnic lobbying be any less legitimate than 

the lobbying activities of labor, the Chamber of Corrrnerce, the 

pro- and anti-abortionists and all the other secular and 

religious bodies that make up the spectrum of different 

economic and political interests in a vital, pluralistic 

democracy? 

As to the wisdom of political action, we would paraphrase 

Edmund Burke's famous adage, "Bad officials are elected by 

citizens who don't vote." "Bad policies are shaped by 

citizens who don't speak up :·11 

In 1852, Captain Levy and a handful of Jews in Washington 

used what little power they had to influence American policy 

on behalf ~f their oppressed brethren abroad. 

The example of Jonas P. Levy was followed by another 

great Ptesident of WHC, Simon Wolf, who initiated a nationwide 

campaign to pressure the President and Congress to abrogate 

America's treaties with Czarist Russia because of its 

relentless oppression of Jews. 

His lifelong public advocacy of Jewish causes only 

earned him greater respect as a national leader in the 

Republican Party and -- how strange to relate -- Simon Wolf 

received a presidential appointment as U; S. Ambassador to 

Egypt exactly 100 years ago! 

l 

.... 
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In 1852, Capt. Levy and a handful of Jews in Washington 

used what little power they had to policy on 

behalf of their oppressed brethren abroad. 

ol lowed b - d 

another great f, who, 
~ 

from 

--to send a mission 

....-to Ruma ia to he.'j;p 

Kishineff Conferences7: rougnotJi:' 

~ fi\mE!Mi!=ft- to press re the President a Congress to abrogate America's 
C3- .,r 

treaties wit 
7 

ussia because of its re ntless oppression of Jews. 

Lif ong public advocacy of Jewish c only earned him 

great as a national leader in the 

esid~nts and, -- how st nge to 

~dffi:2!!:~~9:§l~tytro a presidential appointment as 

U. S. Ambassador to Egypt exactly 100 years ago! 
ofear 

,ltie1 !. is pl ,.. as~n hy. in American history, the 

advocacy of special 

• Jewish lobbying 

public, contrary to 

Jewish concerns has been well received and 
SJ~ ~ re.uok- /5 s:, .. 1fe -

has be~ successful. /l It is because the 

Senator Mathias' opinion, perceives Jewish · 

causes to be in harmony with America's core ideals of fair play 

and freedom and therefore in harmony with the national interest ! 
> 

OL 
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So far in American history, the advocacy of special Jewish 

concerns has been well received and Jewish lobbying has been 

generally successful. The reason is simple: It is because the 

public, contrary to Senator Mathias' opinion, perceive Jewish 

causes to be in hannony with America's core ideals of fair play 

and freedom, and :therefore in harmony with the national interest. 

It has been reported that various spokesmen for the 

administration have telephoned Congressmen and Senators to 

solicit their vote for the AWAC deal, with the plea 11 
•• not to 

' • 

let the Jews dictate foreign' policy. 11 This crude appeal to 

antisemitism has been singularly ineffective. Congress and 

the Senate are swinging around in opposition to AWACS for Saudi 

Arabia -- and so is public opinion -- not because Jews are so 

passionately loved or feared, but because there is a growing 

bi-partisan majority consensus that the AWAC deal is not in 

the best interest of America. 

The needs o our -people cry out to us. Providentially, 

we American Jews have come into full freedom, prosperity and 

influence. We are the Queen Esther of this century. We must 

help and act now. Do not hesitate to express your concern with 

your Congressman, Senator, the Secretary of State and President 

Reagan over the proposed deal with Saudi Arabia. The 

administration is already wavering and considering a compromise. 

Your final push may be decisive. 

'\. 
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0vershadowing the entire controversy is a much bigger issue 

for us: 

How free and self-assertive do we want to be? 

Should we voluntarily retreat from the arena of public 

debate? 

Should we circumscribe and curtail our rightful share in 

national decison making? 

Should we suppress our own vital interest? 

Should we let ourselves be intimidated, muffle our voices 

and resume the contemptible ghetto mentality of "hush-hush?" 

If I, as a- refugee from Hitler's native land, could .offer 

any advice to our people, it is: 

Don't let them intimidate us. 

Hit them harder! 

The one lesson our tragic hi$torical experience in other 

lands has taught us is that if you have a fair measure of power, 

use it, -- or lose it. It is not strength but weakness that is 

held in contempt. 

We owe it to America and we owe it to ourselves to speak 

up firmly and fearlessly lest we surrender our most precious 

right as Americans, free speech and free assembly. 

Let no one, Congressman, Senator, or even the President 

inhibit our political self-expression in America. 

Our status, our pride, and our self respect are at stake. 

'\. 
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-This Rosh Hashanah reminds us that we are the heirs of an 

ancient people; that here in America we, too, have found a "land 

of the free and the home of the brave;" that in this anniversary 

year we shall not be less proud and assertive of our rights than 

were the founders of this Congregation in 1852, 130 years ago. 

Our destiny is inseparable from that of our people. 

One of our members wrote a prayer from which the 

following lines speak to this moment: 

AMEN 

"This day is a day 

To blend onets 

Being with a past 

Which has become the present. 

We are not here alone, 

We are with our history, 

With a trend of thought --

A pattern of tradition --

Which has been bequeathed to us. 

We are not entities unto ourselves. 

Our fulfillment must come from our 

Ability to continue. . . 11 

(Faith Goldstein} 

'\. 
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THE NATIONAL AND THE JEWISH INTEREST 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

EVE OF ROSH HASHANAH 
September 28, 1981 

As of tonight, we are ascending the year's spiritual suTTJTiit 

with its twin peaks, Rosh Hashanah and Yorn Kippur. 

i:b€ Te: II li'usb l1uhanae dae.s nut ~pp!.til Tn the Bible. -~~s:te:a,Q., this day is referred to as Yorn Hazikaron, the Day of 
_cjft•vf -

Remembrance. It is' psychologically lel~e for a New Year's 

celebration. Birthdays and anniversaries are 9eAe1 all:t flffl,~"'r/Li..(tw.osf-pa.r--~ 

-6-9-1-ebratioos of fotpre prgjectior.s but festivities of remembrance. 

,At a typical birtbday celebratiofl, Ve look over old photo albums 

and slides; we indulge in nostalgia and, PC:::tl.~ t· M+4qe;..a.,,veitJ 

~cia:l ene, it?s likely)~family members o~ intimate friends 

.w£?l treat us to a 11 this-is-your-life 11 skit. Its good humor does 

not diminish its serious value. As we review the road we have 

travelled, we inwardly re-assess success and failure, ~RAU-

help us clarify future goals. Our remembrance becomes a solid 

base for new resolutions, new directions and major changes in 

life. 

This is one of those special years of remembrance for 

WHC. We shall be celebrating this year the 130th anniversary 

of the creation of Washington Hebrew Congregation. I wish that 
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With shock and dismay we heard the news of 

the sudden passing of His Holiness John Paul I. 

Although we all bow to God's will with unfalter

ing faith, my people and I are saddened beyond 

words that the promise of his beneficent reign 

could not be fulfilled. I should like to extend 

to you and to the faithful of your Community our 

sympathy. May God bring consolation to all who 

mourn. 

The festive joy of a New Year is always mixed with a measure 

of anxiety over the uncertainties of the future. It may have been 

for a time such as this that King David composed the 86th Psalm 

which ends with the words: ),?/ J -,_})!IC 
1N'?J"" ,)~.lo 

"SHOW ME A TOKEN FOR GOOD. 11 (Psalm 86.17) 

If our goals in any given year seem too far out to reach, we 

must at least see a sign that we are on the way or that somewhere 

there is a way. The small sign of progress, the mere token of what 

we want in life, goes a long way in sustaining our hopes and stimu

lating our efforts. 

This year, not only prophets but plain people the world over, 

can see a token for good such as we have not seen in years, or even 

decades. The Camp David Summit has made our habitual pessimists 

look sick. In order to fully appreciate the historic significance 

of the Summit Conference, we need to see it in the context and 

perspective of the last five years. 
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Five years ago, almost to the day, while Jews all over the world 

were assembled in their synagogues, the entire military might of Egypt 

moved into the Sinai desert south of Israel. At the same time, the 

Syrian army to the north swept through the Golan Heights in a 

gigantic pincer moyement which was to destroy Israel in one mighty 

knockout blow. Altogether, the Arabs threw 4,000 tanks and the com

bined manpower of 1 million troops into the battle. The tank battles 

fought in 1973 were the largest ever waged in history, surpassing 

those under the command of General Patton or General Montgomery in 

World War II. 

Only a miracle of courage and self sacrifice saved the State 

on that memorable Yorn Kippur day, as we so well recall. A few hundred 

young Israeli reservists dug into the sand of the Sinai desert, fought 

to the last man delaying the Egyptian assault just long enough for 

Israel to reorganize her forces and snatch victory out of defeat. 

The human and economic losses of the Yorn Kippur war were staggering. 

Gloom overtook the nation as they contrasted their own limited 

resources and almost total international isolation with the inexht~table 

wealth and manpower of the enemy. 

The famous cartoonist, Bill Mauldin, created a cartoon which 

captured the essence of Israel's situation among hostile neighbors. 

The cartoon represented the young state of Israel in the form of a 

youth who sits alone by the light of a campfire while, in the darkness 

beyond, a pack of wolves may be seen waiting only for the fire to 

die out so that they might pounce upon their victim. All that keeps 
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the wolves away is the fire. 

The fire is a historic phenomenon that must be ~ounted among 

the great wonders of the world. It is the undying love and loyalty 

Jews have for each other. As the poet, Masefield, said, 

" .. Love is a flame to set the wil 1 on fire. 11 

We never wavered in our support for our people. While the 

cannons were still firing, tens of thousands of Jewish youth from r 

every country, including some of our own Congregation, volunteered 

6 months to one year of labor in Israel 1 s depleted settlements. Once 

again, Jewish physicians flew over to staff emergency hospitals. We 

and other congregations donated record breaking amounts of blood 

for the many thousands of wounded Israelis. American Jewry gave 

sacrificially to help Israel rebuild her shattered life. The 

unbreakable unity of our people. our mutual helpfulness -- this was 

the fire that kept the wolves away in 1973,a..... d .Jtf.11.C>t1ple1..;t- ,~ ,e .. f~,· •.s 1 d,-.srers:9i,.., 
~~opp'-essed Jell 1st.. ~~"""'M ;'f;((.S ~ .. yw~t.rc.. d&rt"ded , ~ ti\•• r "-'"I>,~ fgrt\A .. i ,14..1,., t1.&rs Co~ t,J,, ... 

Nevertheless, from 1973 to 1978, an all pervasive morale S'-'Jv,v\.l., 

crisis sapped the spirit of Israel. The 30th anniversary of the 

State brought to mind not only fabulous achievements but also 30 

years of death and destruction, of terror punctuated by four major 

wars. Would it ever end? 

Typical of the despairing mood prior to the Camp David Summit 

meeting is the following story which made the rounds until about 

three weeks ago: 
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1. Hope .for the World 

President Jimmy Carter, the Soviet Secretary for Foreign 

Affairs, Gromyko, and Menachem Begin met in heaven and each was 

given permission to ask one question of the Lord. Jimmy Carter 

turned to the good Lord and said, 

"Could you tell me whether we will ever solve the problem 

of race relations in the United States?" 
J)tot"° 

God answered, "Yes, my son, butl\in your lifetime." 

Next, Gromyko turned to God and said, 

"Could you tell me whether my country and America will ever 

trust each other?" 

11 Yes, 11 answered God, "but not in your lifetime." 

Now Menachem BEgin had his turn and so he said, 

"My question is, will there ever be peace between Israel and 

the Arabs?" 

To which God replied, "Not in MY lifetime!" 

Until two weeks ago, peace in the Middle East appeared to be · 

hopeless. Our people were resigned to perpetual peril on the 
f~Nil ~d 

brink of survival. Wow,~peace for Israel and the Middle East 

is not only probable in our lifetime but even in this New Year of 

5739. 

When Menachem Begin and Anwar Sadat embraced each other in 

the presence of Jimmy Carter at the end of their historic TV report 

to the nation and to the world, it was as though a new light had 

broken through the stormy sky. Suddenly Israel, sorrow laden with t~e 

ghosts of the holocaust and 30 years of bloodshed, is called by 
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Isaiah's radiant vision, ()//c., l~c ':J 'J//c '111;1 

"ARISE, SHINE, FOR THY LIGHT HAS COME." (Is. 60. l) 

This New Year should be a time of jubilation, of thanksgiving, 

of hope. For the last 30 years we built Israel, holding in one hand 

the building trowel and in the other, the sword. Our people did not 

build in order to better fight, but were ready to fight in order to 

be free to build. 
r 

Now, for the first time in 30 years, Israel will be able to 

build with both hands! If you buy Israel bonds this year, and I 

hope you'll do so at our Israel Bond Dinner next Sunday night, you 

may do it with far greater confidence in Israel's future. What 

unimaginable achievements now become possible! What new dreams 

become realizable, even the dream of a more perfect society as fore

seen by the prophets, 

"ARISE, 0 ISRAEL, SHINE, FOR THY LIGHT HAS COME" 

We see in Camp □Avid a new light of far reaching significance 

for all other world problems. If Israelis and Arabs can come to 

terms, then no international problem now on the world's agenda is 

beyond the scope of reason aij,l good will. Soviet-American detente, 

nuclear disarmament, even the human rights struggle in Southern 
be~~,4 ~ Jro" GiiM,t~.l---

Africa and Latin America and tJl.e Go i11r'I 'hiiliofl appear to be less 

hopeless in the light of Camp David. 

This momentous international event should have a point of 

relevance to our own strictly private and personal lives. Rosh 

Hashanah is the time of a new look. Jewish law, in its most 

benign "sexist" aspect, recommends the purchase of new clothes 
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by the women of Israel as proper preparation for the festivalA.. In 

a deeper sense, this is a time not only for looking our best, but · 

for looking at the best within us all. Now, think of the person who 

offended you, who hurt you. Think of a family member or former friend 

for whom you lost respect or love. If you say 11 
••• He'll never 

change!, 11 
-- shame on you! Life is change. George Bernard Shaw 

once said, 

"The most sensible person I know is my tail or because every 

time I order a new suit, he takes a new measure of me. 11 

You and I are not the same today we were yesterday. In every 

renewed encounter we need to see the other person in a new light. 

Old grudges and prejudices, like cataracts, block our vision. If 

Begin and Sadat could embrace each other, reconcil i ation between 

embittered family members and alienated friends should not be 

impossible. I~~© 
"ARISE, SHINE, 

~"fl Joww-~{o~ 
11 See your life, see yourself and all 

your personal relationships in a new light. Don't shut out hope. 

A New Year means a new chance for a new life. 

2. Hope for American Jewry 

A new light has also fallen upon our own congregation. The 

opening of our new Bindeman suburban center has given our congrega

tion an auspicious start in the New Year. It is as though the 

architect had also heeded Isaiah's call, 11 ARISE, SHINE. ... 11 
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With light streaming through the building from all sides, 

visitors become lyrical trying to put their impressions into words. 

Its spacious halls and rooms are alive with color and convey a 

joyful elegance. 

What is the larger significance of this momentous expansion 

of our congregational facilities? How will it affect the self 

image of our children? ,OzlF+eu~Q dignity 

of our beautiful new building~ their pride, 

self confidence and sense of privilege as Jews :Z.-

Before this year ends, we shall also upgrade our facilities 

here at Macomb Street, so that this imposing main center of our 

Congregation not suffer by comparison with its newest branch. 111 ii-e. '~""ed;~fe...-f'-'twft:--1 

!mprovement and expansion, I believe, will be the key words of all 

of our Jewish institutions in America nationwide. 

If Camp David leads to peace and stability in Israel, and 

if world Jewry is released from the grip of war crises, we shall be 

able to concentrate our attention at last on our own needs here at 

home. We shall address ourselves to problems we neglected and 

opportunities we have missed. For example, is it not time to do 

something
1
on a scale not yet attempted) to repair the damage done 

to the Jewish family? Could we not better prepare our people for 

the covenant of marriage to prevent the tragedy of broken homes? 

Might we not develop new community ties for our single youth and 

adult population whose loneliness of heart turns the so-called 

11 best 11 into their bitterest years? Must we not bridge the gap 

between us and the ever-growing number of new exiles from society, 

known as the elderly? 
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New beautiful real estate is not enough. We must get inside 

our temples and religious schools for programs as inspiring as our 

architecture. How can we make Jewish education more effective? How 

relate the wisdom of Judaism to daily living? 

As we relax from the long struggle for Jewish survival, we 

shall turn our full attention to what it is that we are surviving 

for: our values, our culture, our beliefs; 04., w 'j ofl:fe. 

Never before in all of our history have we had so large, so 

able and so loyal a Jewish community as our 6 million American Jews. 

@ie long years, even the centuries, of Jewish weeping and moaning 

are drawing to a close. (:he time of lamentation is endin!J We 

proved the strength of our peoplehood, our ability to unite and 

preserve our identity and religious heritage during the long ages 

of storm and stress. Shall we cherish our Judaism and our people 

as much in the warm and sunny climate of full freedom, equality 

and plenty in this new era? What makes us better Jews, -- the lash 

o~ppress~or liberty's opportunity? 

Your response can turn our future into another Golden Age, 

the flowering of the American Jew, in learning, in religious 

awakening and in notable achievements in all walks of life. Hence

forth, the challenge is not only to give but to live as Jews. -
Conclusion 

In the afternoon of July 4, 1776, when the Declaration of 

Independence was issued, a patriotic woman rushed over to Benjamin 

Franklin, pressed his hand, and said, "Thank you Mr. Franklin for 

giving us this great nation." 
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Franklin answered wisely, 

"Yes, we have given you a great nation, if you can keep 

We Jews have been given a great way of life, Judaism -- if 
'-f w.t. .S~~Jf -,JcltOIJ l'f,· 

keep it! " tf lv-t...*~ e> lo~ ;f; ; f 1,.>t-,s,1-f/ /,vt. ; t-. 
AMEN 
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They were all newcomers, most of them recent immigrants from 

Europe Jexcept for one or two families, perhaps, who were second 

generation Americans. In 1852, not a single country in Europe, 

outside of France, recognized Jews as equal citizens. Switzerland, 

the only OTHER democracy, next to the USA at that time, would not 

even permit a Jew to cross its borders. 

~ Among the approximately 21 Jews who met in a private house 

© \}J' I on Pennsylvania Avenue at 21st Street on April 25, 1852, to 

organize the first Washington Jewish Congregation, most had come 

,~ @ Germa~~~~~ews were still restricted in their right 
F 

to marry, forbidden to own more than one house and excluded from 

virtually every decent profession. 

In Rome, Jews were still confined , like sub-humans, behind 

ghetto walls. As late as six years after the founding of WHC, a 

Catholic priest in Bologna, Italy, could still, with impunity, 

kidnap a Jewish child, Edgar Mortara. For two decades he raised 

the child as a Catholic in a secret hideout, finally turning him 

into a priest. To no avail were the tears and the pleas of 

the parents, Dr. and Mrs. Mortara. To no avail was the inter

vention of several kings. The Pope and his church stood by the 

priest who had abducted Edgar Mortara. Jews had no human rights! 

1852 was no easy year to be a Jew. Can you imagine the 

amazement of our founders when that very same year, a fellow

Jew was elected Senator in one of the great states of the Union, 

Judah P. Benjamin of Louisiana, a friend of the first President 

of our Congregation . 
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Who was this first President of WHC? 

Captain Levy, the youngest of ten children, a descendant 

of the distinguished Phillips family of Philadelphia, was a new 

breed of Jew. Orphaned at the age of nine, a cabin boy on the 

high seas at 16, 

Wat) 

of Vera Cruz, 

a hero in the American-Mexican 

appointed captain of the port 

an admiral of the Peruvian nav~before 

he took office as president of WHC. His was an act hard to 

foll ow. /f,, 'JO"'- h~ J ~ski l~f. li>~ .,r,.,kf~ ~e (elf- //1/.,,,.e Ir) a,f_ -to /(Jt< er,'ca. ~ h · 5 . 

Ckn-- .Je, .. Mt.. people - he t,J.,.,.fJ litJ~31,tJCJ.tleJ; I /~11e t-Aei., b"ft../ /;k,e 1/hy 11, c,ft..t,.. z,,.,. J f1l,I / fa tl..er. 
Not for one moment did Captain Levy hesitate to use what 

opportunity or connection he had in order to help his fellow 

Jews in foreign lands ! When the U.S. State Department 

negotiated a lucrative trade treaty with Switzerland, our 

Captain Levy became a leader in the battle to rev i se or cancel 

the treaty because of Switzerland ' s discri mination against 

Jews. Under this treaty, American cotton , tobacco and rice 

were to be exported to Switzerland . The fact that this treaty 

was clearly in the interest of the USA (especially the powerful 

South) -- did not stop Capt. Levy from agitating against it in 

the name of his people ' s dignity and human rights . 

There are inescapable parallels with our current campaign 

against the sale of F-15 "enhancements" and AWACS to Saudi Arabia, 

an eight and a half billion dollar deal . If I focus on this issue 

tonight, it is not because I especially delight in a strategic 
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political controversy on Rosh Hashanah , but because the way we 
/fr~ 1 ke.,y r-ela:f.c,,.._, 1,..1./1,..~(/.f 

handle this issue fundamentally affects tta+- . set[ ilii i@I tt lir' p i Ele 

and ouf:Sta tus as American Jews. {+- ,7 L fe5f--1c~J''/r-ei,\,.f),1).... ~~~~ ~ -ll1> 
~d ..-,,.,.:// io ~ fµ_ lfi,-1,·~~ p o ~ h ~ t"'- 4-t..tj :J)e1«ocv-~ 

President Reagan and Secretary of State Haig have laid 

their prestige on the line . They have committed the vast powers 

of the administration to pushing this deal through Congress. 

We Jews are forced to choose between two viewpoints : On 
~ .5' /e:-

the one hand is the administration ' s view that th•~~ gives the 

USA economic, political and strategic advantages . I 'm sure you 

have read over and over again the specific points in this argu

ment: that the Saudis are the most moderate Arabs, that they have 

268 billion dollars to invest, that they are keeping oil prices 

down for us and seek American friendship . 

You are probably also familiar with the opposing viewpoint : 

that what happened in Iran could easily happen in Saudi Arabia r---- ~J 

it almost did, two years ago , when Saudi insurgents seized 

the Great Mosque of Mecca. That it would be very damaging to 

American security if the AWACS fell into the hands of a radical 
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Supporters of SAudi Arabia are playing on the supposed 

unpopularity of Menachem Begin by 

as a Begin-Reagan contes~t~·-r·TI~:77"~~;;:;.;;;::;.~T--'-f-.lL~v---

issue is a conflict betwee 

other p_r_o -I srae 1. I srae 1 's vi ta 1 security is threatened when 

another nation, still at war with her, is to receive the world ' s 

most sophisticated weapon~~ may not be aware of the fact that 

during the Yorn Kippur War in 1973, Saudi Arabia sent 6,000 soldiers 

into combat against Israel on the Golan Heights . Israel , as our 

long-time ally, has 

Saudi Arabia is another issue : It is a t est case by which the 

Reagan administration will be measuring the strength of Jewish and 

public support for Israel . 

Also, we must see the current agitation on behalf of 

Saudi Arabia within the larger context of a ferocious anti-Israel 

and anti-Begin campaign . 

We, ourselves, cannot endorse en;;,ry wo1Pe, _~nd every action 
~ IS~C U-i1i,t~~tn~~t)~~~11--t~-r-. 

of Prime Minister Menachem Begin/\ The bombing of Beirut caused 

us great anguish . But we are aghast at the totally unbalanced 

vilification of Begin in the media . TIME MAGAZINE characterized 

him as deceptive, fanatical, self-righteous and vengeful . 

NEWSWEEK had a cover portrait of Begin inside a Star of David 

made up or rifles, with the headline, "Begin Obstacle to Peace? " 

A well-known columnist and TV personality in the Wasington area 

called Begin "another Hitler . " 
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The whole world roared in outrage at the reported death 

of 400 Lebanese (a figure now revised downward to 200) -- and 

most of them were PLO terrorists! In the perspective of our 
.l.v-t,i

Jewish sense of justice and compassion, even 50 or 5 or,i(One 

innocent civilian casualty _1Jould be too much. But, <Ml r.Je 
W~J ,-r: mo"t-

fo: get ~l:ut ~l:c · · I t t el ~l 1u. in the context of war? 
H ?V-e. ?,Qt- . 
~ the Arab parties involved~ refused every offer of 

peace "'IIC§ c· lrn1; and f;/~5
.~~will not recognize the existence 

of the State of Israel? 

remain d 

latest double standard of world opinion 

Anwar Sadat's massive purge of all dissidents. He throws 

thousands of them into the jails of Cairo without trial and 

Begin would get from our media if he rounded up and arrested 

2,000 Palestinians on the West Bank, or dealt with his critics 

in the style of Sadat? ~S h ~) .' Jk,, r"S '""J~5h'c.e, -
1 

Not only ties of common blood, but plain and simple justice 

compel us to stand by Israel in these difficult days. 
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For this we are being taken to task by Senator Charles 

Mathias of Maryland. In his recent 25-page article in FOREIGN 

AFFAIRS, the senator, with clear reference to the Jews, criticized 

ethnic interest groups which, he says, "sometimes press causes 

that derogate from the national interest." In plain words, we 

are being charged with dual loyalty. We are being suspected of 

indifference to the national interest. 

The senator's insinuation that American Jews are not 

sufficiently devoted to the national interest must not go 

unanswered. 

Who has the exclusive right to define America's national // 

interest? 

If!tt\.. Mathias holds a certain view as to what is best 

for America -- is a contrary view necessarily bad for America? 

As a voter in Maryland, I receive fromse.,.Mathias 

questionnaires soliciting my opinions on many foreign and 

domestic issues. Am I to reply only what the distinguished 

senator would like to hear? 

The national interest is not a fixed objective fact, 

but is always in the making. It is the composite of all 

opinions and of all special concerns. Protestants, Catholics, 

Jews, minorities, -- the whole nation is a composite of special 

interest groups whose wishes must be fairly represented by our 

elected Congressmen and Senators. If I don ' t communicate my 

special interest, -- who will? 
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Why should ethnic lobbying be any less legitimate than 

the lobbying ~rti ·tie~of labor, the Chamber of Commerce, the 

pro- and anti-abortionists and all the other secular and 

religious bodies that make up the spectrum of different 

. economic and political interests in a vital, pluralistic 

democracy? 

As to the wisdom of political action, we would paraphrase 

Edmund Burke's famous adage, "Bad officials are elected by 

citizens who don't vote." 

citizens who don't speak up. 11 

"Bad policies are shaped by 

In 1852, Captain Levy and a handful of Jews in Washington 

used ·, at little power they had to influence American policy \ 

on their oppressed brethren abroad. 

of Jonas P. Levy was followed by another 

great P~esident f WHC , Simon Wolf, who initiated a nationwide 

campaign to pressur the President and Congress to abrogate 

America's treaties with Czarist Russia because of its 

relentless oppression of Jews. 

His lifelong publi of Jewish causes only 

earned him greater re ect as a national leader in the 

Republican Party pnd -- how strange to relate -- Simon Wolf 

received a presidential appointment as U. S. Ambassador to 

Egypt exactly 100 years ago! 
/ 
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It has been reported that various spokesmen for the administra

tion have telephoned Congressmen and Senators to solicit their vote 
\ 

for the AWAC deal, with the plea 11 
• • • doh't let the Jews dictate 

, 
11 

'J?.. Tit~" k. b,:;ud 
foreign policyJ This crude appeal to antisemitism_ias been 

singularly ineffective . Congress and the Senate are swinging around 

in opposition to AWACS for Saudi Arabia -- and so is public opinion 

not because Jews are so passionately loved or feared, but 

because there is a growing bi-partisan majority consensus that the 

AWAC deal is not in the best interest of America. 

So far in American history, the advocacy of special Jewish 

concerns has been well received and Jewish lobbying has been 

generally successful. The reason is simple: Contrary to Senator 

Mathias' opinion, the American people perceive Jewish causes to be 

in harmony with America's core ideals of fair play and freedom . 

They see no conflict between Israel 1 s security needs and the 

national interest of the United States. 

Do not hesitate to express your concern with your 

Congressman, Senator, the Secretary of State and President Reagan 

over the proposed deal with Saudi Arabia . The administration is 

already wavering and considering a compromise . Your final push 

may be decisive. 
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Finally, the AWAC controversy has a deep impact on our status 

in America. It has raised the following fundamental questions: 

How free and self-assertive do we want to be? 

Should we voluntarily retreat from the arena of public 

debate? 

Should we circumscribe and curtail our rightful share in 
..... 

national decision making? 
J~.)l, 

Should we suppress our own vital 4interest? 

Should we let ourselves be intimidated , muffle our voices 

and resume the contemptible ghetto mentality of 11 hush-hush? 11 

If I, as a 

any advice to our 

insignificant. ~ 

refugee from Hitler's native land, could offer 
7lJt,\£ ,s '}lo re~:,,;c/ for- be1'cf 1'-1eek M\cl s """llk~ss:ve. •. 

people, it is ~ tand firm . We are not 

I I fofJiiE111 e We are entitled to influence . 

The one lesson our tragic historical experience in other 

lands has taught us, is that if you have power, use it -- or lose I/ 
it. It is not strength but weakness that is held in contempt. 

We owe it to America and we owe it to ourselves to speak 

up firmly and fearlessly lest we surrender our most precious 

right as Americans, free speech and free assembly . 
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Thi s Rosh Hashanah reminds us that we are the heirs of an 

ancient people; that here in America we, too, have found a "land 

of the free and the home of the brave;" that in this anniversary 

year we shall not be less proud and assertive of our rights than 

were the founders of this Congregation in 1852, 130 years ago. 

Our destiny is inseparable from that of our people. 

One of our members wrote a prayer from which the 

following lines speak to this moment: 

AMEN 

"This day is a day 

To blend one'.)s 

Being with a past 

Which has become the present. 

We are not here alone, 

We are with our history, 

With a trend of thought --

A pattern of tradition --

Which has been bequeathed to us. ( 

We are not entities unto ourselves. 

Our fulfillment must come from our 

Ability to continue ... 11 

(Faith Goldstein) 
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THE NATIONAL AND THE JEWISH INTEREST 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

EVE OF ROSH HASHANAH 
September 28, 1981 

As of tonight, we are ascending the year ' s spiritual summit 

with its twin peaks, Rosh Hashanah and Yorn Kippur . 

The Term Rosh Hashanah does not appear in the Bible . 

Instead, this day is referred to as Yorn Hazikaron, the Day of 

Remembrance. It is a psychologically valid name for a New Year ' s 

celebration. Birthdays and anniversaries are generally not 

celebrations of future projections but festivities of remembrance. 

At a typical birthday celebration, we look over old photo albums 

and slides; we indulge in nostalgia and , if the birthday is a 

special one, it is likely that family members o~ intimate friends 

will treat us to a "this-is-your-life" skit . Its good humor does 

not diminish its serious value. As we review the road we have 

travelled, we inwardly re-assess success and failure , old and 

new interests, relationships , friendshipsj and such reassessments 

help us clarify future goals. Our remembrance becomes a solid 

base for new resolutions, new directions and major changes in 

life. 

This is one of those special years of remembrance for 

WHC. We shall be celebrating this year the 130th anniversary 

of the creation of Washington Hebrew Congregation . I wish that 
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by some sort of magic I could have you see and feel what it was like 

to be a Jew 130 years ago, let us say the year 1852 when our first 

organizing meeting was held. Looking back on those days will, 

I believe, suggest to us how a Jew ought to act in 1982. 

1852 -- how pitifully few were our people in this, the 

nation's capital: a handful of families who could easily have been 

accommodated in our Temple library! 

They were all newcomers, most of them recent immigrants 

from Europe with one or two families
1

perhaps
1

second generation 

Americans. In 1852, in Europe from which they had fled, there was 

not a single country @xcept France\ which recognized Jews as equal ,,,,---- - -
citizensJ Switzerland, the only other democracy in the world at 

that time, would not even permit a Jew to cross its borders. Only 

seven years earlier, the free city of Basel saw fit to expel its 

tiny community of some 30 Jews who had somehow managed to infil

trate. 

Among the approximately 21 Jews who met here in Washington 

in a private house on Pennsylvania Avenue at 21st Street on April 

25, 1852, there must have been quite a few who had recently come 

from various parts of Germany where Jews were still restricted in 

their right to marry, forbidden to own more than one house and 

excluded from virtually every decent profession . 

In Rome, Jews were still confined, like sub-humans , behind 

ghetto walls. As late as six years after the founders of WHC had 

met to organize themselves as a congregation, a Catholic priest 
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in Bologna, Italy, could with impunity kidnap a Jewish child, Edgar 

Mortara, and for two decades raise the child as a Catholic in a 

secret hideout, finally turning him into a priest. To no avail 

throughout all these years were the heartrending pleas of the 

parents, Dr. and Mrs. Mortara. Even the intervention of several 

kings fell on deaf ears as the Pope and his church stood by the 

priest who had abducted Edgar Mortara. 

1852 was no easy year to be a Jew. Can you imagine the 

amazement, bordering on disbelief, of our founders when that very 

year a fellow-Jew was elected Senator in one of the great states 

of the Union, Judah P. Benjamin of Louisiana . 

At first, our founding fathers did not have enough 

confidence that this radical difference in the treatment and status 

of Jews in the United States was here to stay and so they were 

afraid to go public with a Jewish congregation in WashingtonJ 

without the most powerful legal backing . In spite of the fact 

that the general law of the District raised no obstacles to a 

synagogue, our founders saw fit to obtain a special act of Congress , 

signed by President Franklin Pierce (June 2, 1856). This unique 

charter, which you can see on display in our lobby, specifically 

authorizes the creation of our Congregation . 

Our founders elected as President the man who was instru

mental in getting this charter for us, Capt . Jonas Phillips Levy , 

whose portrait hangs in our Library. 
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Capt. Levy, the youngest of ten children, a descendant of the 

distinguished Phillips family of Philadelphia, which goes back to 

revolutionary times, was a new breed of Jew. Orphaned at the age 

of nine, a cabin boy on the high seas at 16, Jonas Levy became a 

hero in the American-Mexican War, was appointed by General Winfield 

Scott, captain of the port of Vera Cruz, and became an admiral of 

the Peruvian navy before he took office as president of WHC. His 

was an act hard to follow. 

Not for one moment did Captain Levy hesitate to use what 

opportunity or connection he had in order to influence the 

political process for the benefit of his fellow Jews. When the 

U.S.State Department had negotiated a very lucrative trade treaty 

with Switzerland, our Capt. Levy became a leader in American Jewry ' s 

first political battle to influence foreign policy for the protection 

and security of fellow Jews abroad. The fact that this treaty for 

the export of American cotton, tobacco and rice was very much in 

the interest of the USA (especially the powerful South) and was 

strongly favored by the U.S .State Department -- did not stop Capt. 

Levy from agitating against it in the name of his people's dignity 

and human rights. 

There are inescapable parallels with our current campaign 

against the sale of F-15 1 s and AWACS to Saudi Arabia. No one 

questions the short term commercial benefits of this eight and 

a half billion dollar deal whose fringe benefit is an assured 

fuel supply for our country . But , there are long term risks. 

What happened with our huge depots of military technology in 
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Iran could easily happen any day in Saudi Arabia. Its government, 

which was almost overthrown two years ago when insurgents seized 

the great Mosque of Mecca, could be overturned tomorrow. If the 

AWACS and F-15's fell into the hands of a radical and aggressive 

regime, they would be a deadly menace to Israel and, at the same 

time, deliver some of our most closely guarded military secrets to 

the enemies of America. With AWACS hav Tig the capacity of 

identifying every plance in an air space as vast as that between 

Warsaw and Paris, an unfriendly Arab regime could prevent any 

future Israeli air strike that might be essential to her survival. 

This bring us to one of the most excruciating tests of 

conscience and courage to which American Jews are now being put. 

President Reagan and Secretary of State, Haig, have laid their 

prestige on the line. They have committed the vast powers of the 

administration to pushing this deal through Congress. We Jews are 

forced to choose between two considerations. On the one hand is 

the administration's view that the advantages outstrip all possible 

risks, a view hotly contested by a number of military and political 

experts. On the other hand is the complete consensus of Israelis 

that the sale of the AWACS and F-15 planes holds deadly perils to 

the State of Israel. 

Forced to choose between support for our friendly Saudi 

Arabian oil supplier and the blood of our people, American Jews 

are standing by their people. 
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For this we have been taken to task by Senator Charles 

Mathias of Maryland. In his recent 25-page article in FOREIGN 

AFFAIRS, on which he claims to have worked a full year, the senato~ 

with clear reference to the JewsJ criticized organized ethnic interest 

groups which, he says, "sometimes press causes that derogate from 

teh national interest." 

The senator's insinuation that American Jews are less 

devoted to the national interest than others or might reject what 

is best for America in favor of what is good for the Jews, must 

not go unanswered. 

We owe it to our fellow citizens lest we be misjudged; 

we owe it to our enemies lest they gloat over this unexpected 

reinforcement of their anti-Jewish suspicions; and we owe it to 

ourselves to respond firmly and strongly lest we forfeit our 

most precious right as Americans -- free speech and free assembly 

the right to speak and act as part of the political process. 

Who has the right to define America 1 s national interest? 

If Mr. Mathias holds a certain view as to what is best 

for America -- is a contrary view necessarily bad for America? 

As a voter in Maryland, I receive from Mr . Mathias ' 

office questionnaires in which my opinions are solicited on many 

foreign and domestic issues. Am I to reply only what the 

distinguished senator would like to hear? 
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Every senator and congressman is supposed to consider the 

viewpoints of all interested persons and groups so that he may better 

represent his electorate. If I don't speak up for my special 

interest, who will? 

The national interest is not a fixed objective fact, but 

is always in the making. It is the composite of all opinions and 

of all special concerns which can only be determina:I after all 

sincerely held viewpoints are communicated to our senatorial 

and congressional legislators. 

Why should ethnic lobbying be any less legitimate than the 

lobbying activities of labor, the Chamber of Commerce, the American 

Medical Association, the consumers' organizations, the pro and anti 

abortionists and all the other secular and religious bodies that 

make up the rainbow spectrum of different economic and political 

interests in a vital , pluralistic democracy? 

As to the wisdom of political action or inaction, we would 

answer with a paraphrase of Ed und Burke ' s famous adage : 11 Bad 

officials are elected by citizens who don ' t vote . 11 

If this is true, then we may also say that 11 bad policies 

are shaped by citizens who don ' t speak up . 11 

If our fellow Americans see merit in our views , our 

position will be endorsed as being in the public interest . If 

not , our position will be rejected . Senator Mathias ' job , if we 

may remind him, is to listen to all sides including his own 

conscience and then decide his vote . He wi ll be rendering himself 
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service if he discouraged public debate 

with baseless allegations of ethnic disloyalty to the larger good 

of America. 

In 1852, a handful of Jews in Washington who had hardly 

gotten us~ to their full citizenship rights, decided to act as 

proud Jews and proud Americans. They used what little power they 

had to influence American policy to help their oppressed brethren 

abroad . 

The example of Capt . Jonas P. Levy ' s solidarity with 

his people when in need and trouble was followed a few decades 

later by another great president of WHC, Simon Wolf , who had far 

greater influence and used it more often than Capt. Levy . Wolf, 

we are told, "enjoyed the esteem and confidence of every President 

from Lincoln to Roosevelt. 11 He was a power in the Republican 

Party. Simon Wolf sponsored a mission to Rumania which he had 

persuaded President Grant to send out to help the persecuted Jews 

of that Balkan country . He was the initiator of the Kishineff 

Conferences throughout the nation which tried to pressure the 

preSident and eongress to abrogate America ' s treaties with Russia 

because of its relentless persecution of Jews . 

If Simon Wolf had ever been accused of putting his own 

ethnic interest above that of the United States, such allegations 

would not have stopped him. Nor would his Christian fellow 

citizens have paid much attention to ihim . On the contrary , his 
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lifelong public advocacy of Jewish causes only earned him greater 

respect as a national leader in the Republican Party, as advisor 

and confidante of presidents and, how strange to relate, in his 

old age, exactly 100 years ago, Simon Wolf received a presidential 

appointment as U. S. Ambassador to Egypt. 

Meanwhile, the numcer, the strength and the status of 

American Jewry have greatly improved. We have no reason whatever 

to be inhibited in our political self expression. But, if there 

were even the slightest moment of hesitation in rising to the 

defense of our people, remember Mordecai's words to Esther when 

he asked that she use her influence to save her people: 

11 Thi nk not in your mind that you wi 11 escape any more than 

all the Jews. If you keep silent at this time, relief and 

deliverance will arise to the Jews from another place, but you 

and your family will perish. 

11 Who knows whether you have not come to royal estate for 

such a time as this?" (Esther 4.14) 

If you keep silent at this time, you will "perish". 

In 1917, the powerful leader of Germany ' s Socialist Party, 

the Jewess, Rosa Luxemburg, was asked by a friend to speak up for 

the Jews who were then being massacred in pogroms in Russia and 

Poland. Rosa Luxemburg replied: 

"Why do you come to me with your special Jewish sorrows? 

I feel just as sorry for the wretched Indian victims in Puta-Mayo 

and the Negroes in Africa .. .I cannot find a special corner in 
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in my heart for the ghetto." (Walter Laqueur, "A Hi story of Zionism," 

page 435. Judd Teller, "Scapegoat of Revolutions," page 164) 

Two years later, Rosa Luxemburg was arrested and assassinated 

by German officers. Indeed, she perished! 

Today, the needs of our people cry out to us, American Jews, 

who providentially have come into full freedom, prosperity and 

considerable influence . We must help and act now. Do not wait. 

Share your views with your congressman, senator, the Secretary of 

State and President Reagan and express your concern for the security 

of Israel and the United States over the 

proposed sale of F-15 fighter planes and the AWACS to Saudi 

Arabia. 

Our destiny is inseparable from that of our people and from 

Israel. 

One of our members wrote a prayer from which the following 
TO 

lines speak the mood of this moment: 
11 This day is a day 

To blend one ' s 

Being with a past 

Which has become the present. 

We are not here alone, 

We are with our history 

With a trend of thought 

A pattern of tradition --

Which has been bequeathed to us. 
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We are not entities unto ourselves. 

Our fulfillment must come from our 

Ability to continue. 11 

(Faith Goldstein) 



THE NATIONAL AND THE JEWISH INTEREST 

By RAbbi Joshua 0. Habennan 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

EVE OF ROSH HASHANAH 
SEPTEMBER 28, 1981 

How beautiful it is to celebrate together the birthday of 

the universe which is what Rosh Hashanah is all about. Despite 

heavy clouds on the horizon of the future, we have good reason 

for joy and gratitude. We are grateful that the world God 

created is still there. We are alive, we are free. We are hopeful. 

Birthdays are festivities of remembrance. As we review 

the road we have travelled, we inwardly re-assess success and ,, 

failure. Suh re-assessments help us clarify future goals. Our 

remembrance becomes a solid base for new resolutions, new directions 

~anges in our way of life. 

This Rosh Hashanah is not only the anniversary of the --------
,----- tlt~fJ_J 

creation of the universe, but a special anniversary for us here1 t ~ 1 ~ • 

at home. Tonight we are beginning the 130th anniversary year :__ 
r--

of the creation of the Washington Hebrew Congregation.V I wish 

that by some sort of magic I could transport you back to the yea 

1852 and have you see and feel what it was like to be a Jew 

130 yea rs ago. , , .J, -1-i 
we,..,. ' 

185 2 - - how pit if u 11 y few we ;e -et.tt-peop-te-t hen-4-fl-t--t-ie 

-r:i.a.t~ 9' 
1 s capita 1 : ~e who 1 e Jewish community of Ali tt le 

J 
over 

100 souls1could easily have been accommodated in our Temple 

library! They had no seating problem on the High Holy Days 

in those days! 

~ -I 
Jl '~ l'(RwA-1 

I IWll.wl,/-1/"..I ' 'tfw1,:f 

I ~· 

I 
--------
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So far in American history , the advocacy of special Jewish 

concerns has been well received and Jewish lobbying has been 

generally successful. The reason is simple: •H · h@@au&Q tl:I~ 
~y t)..., ~ 

, µ U kr, ~ontrary to Senator Mathias ' opinion,J( perceive Jewish 

causes to be in harmony with America ' s core ideals of fair play 
,t~ 5ee. r»o {'Ot,,.f!,-d-~ Is h:,e,f5 9~"'/>ir?IR.eAI., a--.l 

and freedom. g the~cfore JB Ri;II 1m, J H h the nationai interest.-f1Z:t 

It has been reported that various spokesmen for the 

administration have telephoned Congressmen and Senators to 

solicit their vote for the AWAC deal, with t he plea 11 
•• not to 

let the Jews dictate foreign policy." This crude appeal to 

antisemitism has been singularly ineffective . Congress and 

the Senate are swinging around in opposition to AWACS for Saudi 

Arabia -- and so is public opinion -- not because Jews are so 

passionately loved or feared, but because there is a growing 

bi-partisan majority consensus that the AWAC deal is not in 

the best interest of America. 

The needs of our people cry out to us . Providentially , 

we American Jews have come into full freedom, prosperity and 

influence. We are the Queen Esther of this century . We must 

help and act now. Do not hesitate to express your concern w, 

your Congressman, Senator, the Secretary of State and President 

Reagan over the proposed deal with Saudi Arabia. The 

administration is already wavering and considering a compromise . 

Your final push may be decisive. 



world 1 s mest sophisticated weapons. 

Israel if 

has a right to protest America's massive 

military buildup of Saudi Arabia. 
</','eel i"'-- t.vt'fL 

..:&ii, ti Jeep · 11 ifl this proposed sale of military 

hardware to Saudi Arabi a !=J<ees fa 12 bere7 d s III r±; p au em 
if ~of0L..__ ,ss~: 

fie12 0Hl:u11 LIia U11Hl@a 5 tdw& 01 Is ee~. It is a test case 

by which the Reagan administration will be measuring the 

strength of Jewish and public support for Israel. E ~l:c e12~&cis 

l"eaehes its cl ilnax witlii11 the fle>ct fe.4 days, we sl1all be able 

to j11dge wbo i~ oo which side, a Re 1,m; l"Ca l i 5 ti le Cullllll i Li11e11 t 

1
ot tb@ Pr@sieeRt, tl:ie aaffiiflist1•atio11 and Co1191 ess to tlie State 

ef Is1 ae.2] 

Also, we must see the current agitation on behalf of 

Saudi Arabia within the larger context of a ferocious anti

Israel and anti-Begin campaign. 

We, ourselves, cannot endorse every word and every action 

of Prime Minister Menachem Begin. The bombing of Beirut caused 

us great anguish. But we are aghast at the totally unbalanced 

vilification of Begin in the media. TIME MAGAZINE characterized 

him as deceptive, fanatical, self-righteous and vengeful. 

NEWSWEEK had a cover-portrait of Begin inside a Star of David 

made up of rifles, with the headline 11Begin Obstacle to Peace? 11 

A well-known columnist and TV personality in the Washiggton area 

called ~gin 11 another Hitler. 11 
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How free and self-assertive do we want to be? 

Should we voluntarily retreat from the arena of public 

debate? 

Should we circumscribe and curtail our rightful share in 

national decison making? 

Should we suppress our own vital interest? 

Should we let ourselves be intimidated, muffle our voices 

and resume the contemptible ghetto mentality of 11 hush-hush? 11 

If I, as a refugee from Hitler's native land, could offer 

any advice to our people, it is: 5',f--;,.,.,.,d f~. Wfl-~~ i~~}p,,:p c~ •• ._ 
w~~ i "'-fl"'- e.-... c.e__ , a 'T , " 
p I I 1 t Haei:B El ail J&L W-12---~ .e-A-.' f l.e d "-" 11-1. f~clL . 
if 2 Li. 

The one lesson our tragic historical experience in other 

lands has taught us is . that if you have la.fair measure of) power, 
./ =------t.. 7 , 

use it, -- or lose it. It is not strength but weakness that is 

held in contempt. 

We owe it to America and we owe it to ourselves to speak 

up firmly and fearlessly lest we surrender our most precious 

right as Americans, free speech and free assembly. 

Let no one, Congressman, Senator, or even the President 

inhibit our political self-expression in America. 

Our status, our pride, and our self respect are at stake. 
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CONFESSIONS OF A MARGINAL JEW 
With Reference to Anne Roiphe's 

"Generation ~/i thout Memory" 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

1st draft 

KOL NIDRE NIGHT 
October 7, 1981 

If you had asked any competent Jewish teacher, rabbi or 

priest, at any time during the last 2,500 years, what Yorn Kippur 

is all about, you would have gotten the same answer: We are here 

for the purpose of repentance, atonement, forgiveness, -- so that 

we might achieve reconciliation in two directions: 

,Pl'j)JI d ,1)9/C /'?4 
/ )?f)d _,P?lc )'~ 

Reconciliation with God 

Reconciliation with our fellow men. 

Today , that answer is no longer sufficient. There is need 

today for reconciliation 1 n3r F Jr11c /> between man and 

himself. Indeed, we must come to terms with ourselves, before 

we can straighten out our relationship with anyone else . 

We always had sinners who erred and transgressed as we 

no doubt have them today. But, with this difference: in the 

past, our sinners at least knew exactly what was right and what 

was wrong. Today, many of us are in doubt about everything, 

fractured souls, inwardly divided, ambivalent and confused. 

Many of us suffer from an identity crisis. Uncertain as to 
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who we are or want to be, wondering what is our authentic self, -

we are not sure what is right and what is wrong. 

The self doubts we have often spring from a confused sense 

of belonging. Lines have become blurred . Relationships are more 

tenuous and tentative: marriage, the family, religious belonging 

and ethnic identity all of these basic relationships are less 

clear cut than they used to be. 

Where we need to be whole-hearted we are half-hearted! 

Where we need to be committed, -- we are hanging loose! 

The condition I have been describing is well known as 

11 alienation 11 and often discussed in contemporary philosophy and 

psychology. It is a severance from one's roots, a tendency to 

drift off by oneself and belong nowhere. The condition of 

alienation is almost always coupled with an identity crisis . 

For us Jews, the most common type of identity crisis has been 

produced by the historic process of assimilation and we 

experience it in various degrees of severity. 

I would like to consider with you tonight the highly 

instructive case of an alienated Jewess who published a deeply 

moving, I should say, a searing autobiogra~hy this year, 

and very much in the confessional mood of this day . It 

suggests the way back home for a large number of American Jews. 
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On December 21, 1978, the talented, still young and attractive 

writer, Anne Roiphe, author of several novels, wrote a piece in the 
t-oiSecJ 

NEW YORK TIMES which~many Christian eyebrows and made many Jews 

wince. Entitled, "Christmas Comes to a Jewish Home, 11 the 

article was a defiantly honest statement of a radical assimila

tionist Jew. Being an agnostic and humanist, she had rejected 

every Jewish religious belief and practice: no Shabbat, no 

seder at home, no holidays, no ritual at all. But, Anne Roiphe 

confessed that, with strange inconsistency, she went all out in 

the home celebration of Christmas, with tree and all the trimmings, 

including the reading aloud of Dickens' story of Scrooge,like 

an annual family ritual. 

She acknowledged a faint sense of guilt about all this 

whenever she remembered her grandfather who associated bloody 

persecutions with Christianity. Yet, in explanation, she pointed 

to her background in the gilded ghetto of New York ' s East Side 

which had lost its religious energy . Her parents were twice a 

year visitors to the fashionable Park Avenue Synagogue . 

A flood of outraged letters to the editor took Anne Roiphe 

by surprise. One particularly angry letter proposed that her 

story in the NEW YORK TIMES should be re-titled, 11A Nothing 

Celebrates Christmas." 

Three years later, Anne Roiphe has done enough studying 

to negate that nothingness and on deeper reflection and 
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reconsiderati on of the article she had published earlier in the 

NEW YORK TIMES. she now realizes that she was far more Jewish 

than she had given herself credit for . 

In her newly published book, "Generation Without Memory," 

Anne Roiphe has come a long way from her self .. •m•••-~i,~do"'-~+0 

... total assimilation three years ago. In fact, her new book 

is a retraction of the most provocative statement which had 

expressed the spirit of her Christmas article of 1978: "I 

prefer the stranger's way." 

"Genera ti on Without Memory" is a bri 11 i antly insightful, 

deeply personal, even intimate confession, the itinerary of an 

errant soul, who hopefully is on the way of finding herself and 

struggling hard to return to her roots and to her people. 

Anne Roiphe's return to the fold, typical of many others 

who strayed and returned, came about in three stages . 

l. The Misery of Assimilaton 

Stage one is the gradual realization that all-out assimi

lation is not liberation but a torment . What is worse, it 

doesn't work, not even for apostates in the second and third 

generation. The most tragic illustrations came to us from 
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baptized Gennan Jews and their chi cldiiri-erm who, cut off from their 

own people and rejected by the gentile majority, were left altogether 

without any inner defense. 

By some diabolic form of psychological self-punishment, 

it seems to be a law that the more you try to divest yourself 

of your Jewishness, the more obsessive becomes your self consciousness 

as a Jew. 

11 1 am on a Madison Avenue bus with my mother . .. , 11 Anne 

Roiphe tells us. 

"See that Jewish lady over there?" my mother asks. 

"Which one?" I ask. 

"The Jewish lady, 11 she repeats. 

11 1 stare a few seconds more at the row of women. 11 

"How can you tell she ' s Jewish? " I ask . 

"Can't you?" My mother seems amazed. 
(Page 136) 

The assimilationist who is close to the margin of belonging 

and eyes possibilities of passing into the majority group, just 

can't relax without first determining, for better or for worse , 

who else is or is not Jewish. It seems to be the first question 

on his mind when meeting people socially . Inwardly tensed up, 

he watches this or that subtle sign which might identify the 

other person as Jew or gentile . 

With this almost morbid curiosity about the Jewishness of 

others goes a super-sensitivity a tout being identified as such 

by the non-Jew. My heart shed a tear for Anne Roiphe as she 



revealed a childhood incident at camp . She was 12 years old and 

at a girls' camp in Maine . Virtually all the campers were Jewish. 

One morning, the whole camp is, summoned to a 1:,meet i ng after the 

raising of the flag on the flagpole . The kids are all excited 

about an overnight camping trip to some of the mountains and lakes 

of Maine. After miscellaneous announcements, the Jewis t~~~ncillor 

or director, 11 Aunt 11 Caroline, asked all the councillors to please 

leave the meeting. Let me now give you Anne Roiphe ' s own account. 

\\ h. T 1s was an unusual procedure. When the las t of them 

had gone into their bunks or up to the main house, she told us 

that Jewish people tended to be very loud and aggressively noisy 

and that the people of Maine would hear us and make remarks about 

Jews and so we should try to be very quiet and dignified when 

going through towns or stopping in public places where natives 

might hear us. "You must not give them reason to dislike you . 

You must control your loud, Jewish voices . " 
(Page 129) 

I wonder how many more Jewish children have been exposed 

to this psychological child abuse . Our heart must bleed for those 

thousands or tens of thousands of children under the care of 

insecure and self-hating Jewish teachers or parents who twist 

their souls at a tender age with profound inferiority feelings 

which are hard to shake off, even in maturity . 
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The files of psycho~ists are full of the case histories of 

Jews who arrive at a neurotic self-hate at the end of a road which, 

typically, begins with a lengthy journey through the wilderness of 

ignorlce. Famished and starved in childhood of all inspirational, 

joyful Jewish experiences, shivering out in the cold of separation 

from a warm, close and supportive Jewish community life, total 

strangers to Judaism 1 s lofty ethics and philosophy that would give 

meaning to life, --- these marginal Jews walk about as spiritual 

zombies, wastelands on legs. In time, their self image is composed 

only of negatives projected upon their minds by the undercurrent 

of antisemitic suspicion and contempt. The anatomy of Jewish 

self-hate runs the same cycle over and over again, from ignorance 

to inferiority feeling, to self hatred. 

The first sure symptom of this Jewish sickness of soul is 

the anxiety to hide one 1 s Jewishness like a stigma, and the 

embarrassment at fellow Jews who openly expose themselves as 

Jews. How well Philip Roth satirized the type in his short 

story, 1
' E.I • , Tk.t F ~ YI c,, +-; c...- " , about the f ashi onab le 

New Jersey suburb whose Jews try to move heaven and earth to 

keep a yeshiva out of their neighborhood so that gentiles should 

not see those different looking Jews with black beards and ear

locks. 

Eric Hoffer once remarked profoundly that 11The hardest 

thing to hide is something that is not there . 11 No one is more 
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frantic in trying to cover up his Jewishness than the Jew who 

knows nothing about it . 

There's only one cure for the agonyof the marginal Jew and 

that is to become authentic, knowledgeable, functional and competent 

in his own tradition and culture until the outside is like the 

inside and being Jewish is as natural as being human or male 

or female. 

In her book, Anne Roiphe, wisened by several years of self

analysis, re-examines more closely the motivation for her 

celebration of Christmas and concludes candidly: 

11 Christmas is a kind of checking point where one can stop 

and view oneself on the assimilation route .. . 11 (Page 206) 

It may, at first, be just a stop-gap for the culturally 

deprived Jewish family who doesn ' t want to be left out in the 

cold and hasn't got the Jewish know-how for Jewish celebrations 

such as Hanukkah. 

However, Anne Roiphe realizes the inevitable impact of 

such Christmas celebrations on the children : 

11 While I still say I 1m Jewish, the Jewishness of my 

children has been so washed out as to have reached near invisibility . 

If I am some mongrel creature, they will have been deracinated 

altogether. 11 
( p, 208) 
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2. Disenchantment With the Non-Jewish World 

The second stage in Anne Roiphe's return to her own people is 

the culture shock which has affected every thinking Jew of our 

generation: the Holocaust! There must be something radically 
t,, ith 

wrong Athe civilization that does it . Why, then, rush to be 

part of it? Should we not distance ourselves from it rather 

than assimilate to it? 

As a college girl, and later , as a young professional woman 

and feminist, she had tried to escape from what she perceived to 

be the narrow, tribalistic Jewish community. She fled from her 

people, yearning to be part of the larger, modern, progressive 

civil iEati on. 

Now, she is wondering how worthwhile is that great majority 

culture into which she had flung herself with such enthusiasm . 

She writes: 

11 The fact of the Holocaust, its massiveness, its irrational 

terror, its reduction ~ human life to excrement , calls into the 

question the validity, the viability, of this very Western 

civilization we were rushing head over heels to join . 11 (Page 173) 

The same trend of thought has brought back into our fold 

hundreds of thousands of bright, idealistic Jewish universalists 

who have been thoroughly disenchanted with fantasies of a humanity 

ready to embrace them. 
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If only a similar realization had cooled the assimilationist 

passion of the pre-Hitler generation of European Jews, millions of 

them might still be alive today. 

They had been so intoxicated with slogans of the universal 

brotherhood of man, to be achieved under the League of Nations, 

or in some Socialist paradise, that they literally kicked 

themselves out of the Jewish community, -- not realizing that 

no other community would have them. With their heads in Messianic 

clouds, they turned thumbs down on the Zionist project of Jewish 

liberation and would have no part in Jewish self-help. That was 

too narrow and selfish for them. With grandiose generosity, they 

argued that the Jewish problem had to wait until the larger problem 

of general humanity could be solved. 

Typical was the case of Rosa Luxemburg, a most influential 

leader of radical German Socialists in Germany . The Jews of 

revolutionary Russia, caught between the hammer and the anvil, 

were being massacred by both Communist and anti-Communist 

forces. Rosa Luxer~ur.g was asked by a friend to use her 

influence with Russian Communists to save the Jews . Her reply, 

a classic of assimilationist aloofness, was almost suicidal in 

its unconcern for her own people: 

11 Why do you come to me with your special Jewish sorrows? 

I feel just as sorry for the wretched Indian victims in Puta-Mayo 
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and the Negroes in Africa. I cannot find a particular corner in 

my heart for the ghetto. 11 (Walter Laqueur, "A History of Zionism," 

page 435; Judd Teller, "Scapegoat of Revolutions, page 164.) 

Soon after, she was assassinated by right-wing German 

extremists who did not want the Jewess, Rosa Luxialburg, as a 

leader of the new Germany. 

Li ke so many other sensitive and brilliant Jews, Anne Roiphe 

hears the death rattle under the facade of so-called modern, 

scientific progressivism: 

"But after the Holocaust, how can any one feel that moderni

zation is altogether a good thing? How can one admire technique 

severed from morality?" (Page 173) 

"The events of the 20th Century have blasted our hopes for 

the salvation of mankind through science. Freud ' s hope for 

science has proved to be just another illusion . The atomic 

bomb, the crematoria, did as much to destroy our faith in 

progress as the false messiah did to destroy the messianic hope 

of the Jews of the 17th century." (Page 36) 

And so, a rather disillusioned Anne Roiphe is now knocking 

on the doors of Judaism to find out if, maybe, we have a 

prescription for this spiritually and morally ailing generation 

which brings us to the third stage of her rehabilitaiton as a 

Jew. 
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3. On Trying to be A Jew Once More 

In the third stage of Anne Roiphe's come-back as a Jew, 

the question is no longer whether to return, -- but how? 

A family health crisis surprises her with the discovery 

that she had religious needs of her own. A mysterious swelling 

of her young daughter's knee throws her into a state of great 

anxiety. Suddenly she finds herself praying to the God whom 

her agnosticism had denied all along. Could she have a need 

for personal religion, for ritual, for the synagogue? (Page 

68 to 69). 

She now raises profound questions: 

"Living with the knowledge that the birth of a child or 

one's own death is an end in itself, not part of a process 

with meaning and history, is sad ... Why begin, why continue? 

Where and how to take courage? 

11How diminshed is the private self when one has amputated 

the support of ancient tribe and its communal destiny? It is 

true that I, ex-Bohemian, beatnick, Leftist, also need 

ceremonies to mark the 1111rriages of my children, to mark the 

burials, initiations, transitions,to shape the seasons of the 

year, to grant a specific time to rest and appreciate those 

around us." (Page 212) 

A mere glimpse at Judaism's profound literature and 

tradition now convinces her that it has everything she was 

looking for: 
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"Taken all together, the (Jewish) nationhood is a landscape 

of incredible grandeur, and the culture itself, the more one 

knows of it, well, the more it shines with radiance."(Page 213) 

She's now full of regrets: 

11 I .~now regret my ignorance of the languages; I regret 

my ignorance of the customs. I regret the meagerness of the 

knowledge that I have. 11 
( page 213) 

She completes her confession with this remarkable 

statement: 

t Ii e ages a II d L he=s&-1w=o:t:=crn-fffiftI:i::eH to J3 as t and fu tu I E L Ira t s.1 e 

. lacki119 i11 0 □ 1 l-i'\les aPe li8riovs=:to:s:s-e-s ... .. I believe on balance 

that the well-being and happiness of my family would have been 

better supported within the wealth of the Jewish past." (page 214) 

Ironically, the first rabbi she tried to see for counsel an9 

help ill tlie fJ ii I li@f JQhalill · 111 Ftn ■.; a Liberal 

rabbi in New York, foolishly rebuffed her: 

"Are you the lady who wrote the article on having a 

Christmas tree a year ago?" he asks. 

11 I am. 11 
---

"Well ,"he says, "I don't appreciate you. I don't want to 

talk to you. 11 (page 125) 

Undeterred, she looks around some more and finds an 

Orthodox rabbinic family who welcome her with patience and 
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sympathy for her predicament, invite her to their home and begin 

to show her the way. Still, Anne Roiphe feels that she would be 

better placed in Reform and she describes, on the last few pages 

of her book, the kind of Temple she is looking for . 

If Anne Roiphe were to come to us, we would certainly not 

rebuff her. We would invite her, as we invite all others who 

seek re-attachment to Judaism, 

To study the Bible with us in our Bible class -

To learn how to pray in our special Prayer and Spiritual 

Growth Group -

To pick up basic Hebrew and the rudiments of Torah in our 

adult Bar and Bat Mitzvah program -

To gain a bird's eye view of Judaism's beliefs, history 

and practices in our Basic Judaism course -

To learn the rituals and celebrations of the Jewish 

tradition and the Jewish home in our Holiday Workshops -

To look more deeply into the profound ethical insights of 

Judaism in our Jewish Law Seminar -

To expand their Jewish intellectual horizons in the 

Scholar Series -

And the most direct way of re-Judaizing oneself: to help 

reconstitute the Jewish people in its response to God at our 

weekly Sabbath services. 
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Conclusion 

Many of us will identify with Anne Roiphe's spiritual 

pilgrimage from the psychic misery of assimilation to 

disenchantment with Western civilization to the re-awakening 

of religious need and the desire for re-attachment to Judaism. 

If you still belong among those Jews whom Abraham Heschel 

characterized as 11messengers who have forgotten their message," 

make this~jear to find out what Judaism's message is for you 

and for the world. 

If I may paraphrase a well-known commercial: 

Your Temple is ready -- if you are. 

AMEN 



CONFESSIONS OF A MARGINAL JEW 
With Reference to Anne Roiphe's 

11 Generati on Without Memory" 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebre~ Congregation 

KOL NIDRE NIGHT 
October 7, 1981 

Exactly eight years ago, on Yorn Kippur, we were stunned by 

Egypt's sudden attack on Israel. This Yorn Kippur, we are 

shocked once more -- this time at the slaying of the man who 

launched the Yorn Kippur War eight years ago. 

Anwar Sadat's death will be lamented the most by his 

former enemies, the Israelis. He will be remembered, not so much 

as a man of war, but as an architect of peace -- the first Arab 

head of state to become Israel's partner in peace making. 

We are frightened by the aggravated instability of the 

Middle East. Even more frightening is the tidal wave of 

international terror which, in half a year's time, engulfed 

three of the world's most prominent leaders. President Reagan 

and Pope John Paul II, thank God, survived. Sadat has 

succumbed. Which other heads of state are next in line for 

assassination? Will the peace g~now that Sadat is gone? 

Very difficult and dangerous days lie ahead. Bruno 

Bettelheim, in his latest book entitled, "Surviving,".$" t 

up the lesson of his l:fe as a survivor of wars, 

revolutions and extermination camps: 
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"Self respect and being wholly integrated are the only 

psychological buttresses which can prop us up and give us the 

strength to keep going in a world that threatens us at all times 

with destruction." 

Unfortuantely, we have many Jews today who don't have 

these inner resources to fall back on. They can't give nor 

receive strength from our solidarity and unity as Jews because 

they have become marginal members of our people. Their massive 

assimilation has plunged them into an identity crisis. Severed 

from their religious and cultural roots, they drift off by 

themselves and belong nowhere. 

I would like to consider with you tonight the case of an 

alienated Jewess who published a deeply moving, I should say 

a searing,autobiography this year, -- and very much in the con

fessional mood of this day. It points the way back home for 

a large number of American Jews. 

On Decmeber 21, 1978, the talented and attractive Anne 

Ro i phe, author of several novels, wrote a piece in the NEW 

YORK TIMES which raised many Christian eyebrows and made many 

Jews wince. Entitled, Christmas Comes to a Jewish Home, the 

article was defiantly honest. An agnostic and humanist, she 

had rejected every Jewish religious belief and pratice: 

No Shabbat, no seder at home, no holidays, no ritual at all. 
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But, with strange inconsistency, she went all out in the home 

celebration of Christams, with tree and all the trimmings, 

including the reading aloud of Dickens' story of Scrooge, like 

an annual family ritual. 

In explanation, she pointed to her background in the 

gilded ghetto of New York's East Side where her religion had 

reached the vanishing point, with nothing more than twice-a-year 

visits to the fashionable Park Avenue Synagogue. 

A flood of outraged letters to the editor took Anne Roiphe 

by surprise. One proposed that her story in the NEW YORK TIMES 

should be re-titled, 11A Nothing Celebrates Christmas." 

Now, three years later, Anne Roiphe has done enough studying 

to negate that nothingness. She now understands that she was 

far more Jewish than she had given herself credit for. 

In her new book, "Generation Without Memory," Anne Roiphe 

has come a long way from her self-abandonment to assimilation. 

The book is a retraction of the statement which 

had expressed the spirit of her Christmas article of 1978: 

"I prefer the stranger's way. 11 

11 Generati on Without Memory 11 is a bri 11 i antly insightful 

itinerary of an errant soul, who is struggling hard to return 

to her roots and to her people. 
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Her return to the fold came about in three stages. 

1. The Misery of Assimilation 

Stage one is the gradual realization that all-out assimilation 

is not liberation but a tonnent. What is worse, it doesn't work, 

not even for apostates in the second and third generation. The 

most tragic illustrations came to us from baptized German Jews 

and their children who, cut off from their own peopl~ and 

rejected by the gentile majority, were left altogether without 

any inner defense. 

By some diabolic form of psychological self-punishment, 

the more you try to divest yourself of Jewishness, the more 

obsessive becomes your self consciousness as a Jew: 

11 ! am on a Madison Avenue bus with my mother .. 

Roi phe tells us. 

II . ' 

"See that Jewish 1 ady over there? 1'
1 my mother as ks. 

11 Which one?" I ask. 

11 The Jewish lady," she repeats. 

11 I stare a few seconds more at the row of women." 

11 How can you tell she's Jewish?" I ask. 

"Can't yptt?" My mother seems amazed. 
( Page 136) 

Anne 

The assi milationist who eyes possibilities of passing into 

the majority group just can't relax without first determining, 

for better or for worse, who else is or is not Jewish. 
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With this goes a super-sensitivity about being found out as 

a Jew by the non-Jew. My heart shed a tear for Anne Roiphe as 

she revealed a childhood incident at camp. She was 12 years 

and at a girls' camp in Maine. Virtually all the campers were 

Jewish. One morning, the whole camp is summoned to a meeting. 

The kids are all excited about an overnight camping trip to 

some of the mountains and lakes of Maine. After miscellaneous 

announcements, the Jewish director, 11 Aunt 11 Caroline, asks all 

the councillors to please leave the meeting. Let me now give 

you Anne Roiphe's own account. 

"She told us that Jewish people tended to be very loud 

and aggressively noisy and that the people of Maine would hear 

us and make remarks about Jews and so we should try to be very 

quiet and dignified when going through towns or stopping in 

public places where natives might hear us. 'You must not give 

them reason to dislike you. You must control your loud, 

Jewish voices.' 11 (Page 129) IW2- ro,,,7t-;s ~ ~s~ is ~\./ he) JI 
2-bt~-rl~~ ~ 5~ ~~ - tJ;-cle rh r::112,,,.:fd/.e;:f-~ yot1 '~ ~~iL , ......-r wonder how ma'ny more Jewish chi(dren have been exposed O - -

to such psychological child abus~ 

under the care of insecure and self-hating 

Jewish teachers, or parents, who twist their souls at a 
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tender age with profound inferiority feelings which are hard to 

shake off, even in maturity. 

The files of psychologists are full of the case histories 

of Jews who arrive at a neurotic self-hate at the end of a road 

which, typically, begins with a lengthy journey through the 

wilderness of ignorance. Famished and starved in childhood of 

all inspirationl, joyful Jewish experiences, shivering out in 

the cold of separation from a warm, close and supportive 

Jewish community life, strangers to Judaism's lofty ethics 

and philosophy that would give meaning to life, -- these 

marginal Jews walk about as spiritual zombies, wastelands on 

legs. Their self-image usually reflects the antisemitic 

stereotypes of the majority -- and they hate themselves. 

To quote the well-known Jewish theologian, Woodie Allen, 

11 ! have only one regret in life; I am not some one else! 11 

How well Philip Roth satirized the type in his short 

story, "Eli, the Fanatic," a lDut the fashionable New Jersey 

suburb whose Jews try to move heaven and earth to keep a 

yeshiva out of their neighborhood so that gentiles should not 

see those different looking Jews with black beards and 

ear-locks. 

Eric Hoffer once remarked profoundly that "The hardest 

thing to hide is something that is not there." No one is more 
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frantic in trying to cover up his Jewishness than the Jew who · 

knows nothing about it. 

There's only one cure for the agony of the marginal Jew and 

that is to become authentic, knowledgeable, functional and 

competent in his own tradition and culture until the outside 

is like the inside and being Jewish as natural as being human or 

male or female. 

As Matthew Arnold put it: 

Resolve to by thyself, and 

know that he 

Who finds himself, loses 

his misery. 

2. Disenchantment With the Non-Jewish World 

The second stage in Anne Roiphe's return to her own people 

is the culture shock which has affected every thinking Jew of our 

generaticn: the Holocaust! There must be something radically 

wrong with the civilization that does it. Why, then, rush to be 

part of it? Should we not distance ourselves from it rather 

than assimilate into it? 

As a college girl, and later, as a young professional woman 

and feminist, she had tried to escape from what she perceived 

to be the narrow, tribalistic Jewish community. She fled from 

her people, yearning to be part of the larger, modern, progressive 

civilization. 
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Now, she is wondering how worthwhile is that great majority 

culture into which she had flung herself with such enthusiasm. 

She writes: 

"The fact of the Holocaust, its massiveness, its irrational 

terror, its reduction of human life to excrement, calls into 

question the validity, the viability, of this very Western 

civilization we were rushing head over heels to join." (Page 173) 

The same trend of thought has brought back into our fold 

hundreds of thousands of bright, idealistic Jewish universalists 

who have been thoroughly disenchanted with fantasies of a humanity 

ready to embrace them. 

They had been so intoxicated with slogans of the universal 

brotherhood of man, under the League of Nations, or the United 

Nations, or in some Socialist paradise, that they literally kicked 

themselves out of the Jewish community, -- not realizing that 

no other community would have them. If only this realization 

had cooled the assimilationist passion of the pre-Hitler 

generation of European Jews, millions of them might still be 

alive today. With their heads in Messianic clolds, they 

turned thumbs down on the Zionist movement of liberation and 

would have no part in Jewish self-help. The Jewish problem, 

they said, had to wait until the "larger" problem of all mankind 

could be solved. 
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Typical was Rosa Luxemburg, leader of radical German 

Socialists in Germany at the end of World War I. Rosa Luxemburg 

was asked to use her influence with Russian Communists to save 

the Jews who were then being massacred by both CorrTTiunist and 

anti-Communist forces. Her reply, a classic of assimilationist 

aloofness, was almost suicidal in its unconcern for her own 

people: 

"Why do you come to me with your special Jewish sorrows? 

I feel just as sorry for the wretched Indian victims in Puta-Mayo 

and the Negroes in Africa. I cannot find a particular corner 

in my heart for the ghetto. 11 (Walter Laqueur, "A History of 

Zionism," page 435; Judd Teller, "Scapegoat of Revolutions," 

page 164.) 

Soon after, she was assassinated by right-wing German 

extremists who would not tolerate a Jewess 

leader of the new Germany. 

Anne Roiphe hears the death rattle under the facade of 

so-called modern, scientific progressivism: 

as 

"After the Holcaust, how can any one feel that modernization 

is altogether a good thing? How can one admire technique severed 

from morality?" (Page 173) 

"The events of the 20th Century have blasted our hopes for 

the salvation of mankind through science." (page 36) 
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A disillusioned Anne Roiphe is now knocking on the doors of 

Judaism to find out if we have a prescription for this spiritually 

and morally ailing generation -- which brings us to the third 

stage of her rehabilitation as a Jew. 

3. On Trying to be a Jew Once More 

The question is no longer whether to return -- but how? · 

A family health crisis surprises her with religious needs 

she did not think she had. A mysterious swelling of her 

daughter's knee throws her into a panic. Suddenly she is 

praying to God whom her agnosticism had denied all along. 

Could she have a need for personal religion, for ritual, for 

the synagogue? (page 68-69) 

She now raises profound questions: 

"Living with the knowledge that the birth of a child or 

one's own death is an end in itself, not part of a process 

with meaning and historys is sad. .Why begin, why continue? 

Where and how to take courage?. 

11 I, ex-Bohemian, beatnick, leftist, also need ceremonies." 

(Page 212) 

A mere glimpse at Judaism's profound literature and 

tradition now convinces her that it has everything she was 

looking for: 
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11Taken all together, the (Jewish) nationhood is a landscape 

of incredible grandeur, and the culture itself, the more one knows 

of it, well, the more it shines with radiance." (Page 213) 

She's now full of regrets: 

"I now regret my ignorance of the languages; I regret 

my ignorance of the customs. I regret the meagerness of the 

kn owl edge that I have. 11 · ( page 213) 

Ironically, the first rabbi she tries to see for counsel and 

help, a Liberal rabbi in New York, foolishly rebuff~ her: 

"Are you the lady who wrote the article on having a 

Christmas tree a year ago?" he asks. 

11 ! am. 11 

11 Well, 11 he says, "I don't appreci ate you. I don't want 

to talk to you. 11 (page 125) 

Undeterred, she looks around and finds an Orthodox rabbinic 

family who welcome her with patience and sympathy for her 

predicament, invite her to their home and begin to show her 

the way. Still, Anne Roiphe feels that she would be better 

placed in Reform and, on the last few pages of her book, 

she describes the kind of Temple she is looking for. 

It is the happy ending of a story that had a pathetic 

beginning. 

Anne Roiphe's journey is typical of the re-awakening of 

ma ny J ews to a new sense of identity and purpose. They refuse 

to be what Heschel characterized: 

"Messengers who have forgotten their message." 
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Conclusion 

Miracles don't happen only externally in the world around us. 

Miracles occur also within us. 

One of the great miracles is the sudden influx of a new 

spirit -- the turn around and concehtration of will power by 

which we human beings become literally re-born. The phenomenal 

"Fiddler on the Roof" captures one such jubilant moment in the 

life of a shy and timid tailor, Mattel, who, for the longest time, 

could not summon up the courage to ask Tevye for the hand of 

his daughter, Tzeitl. He is totally inhibited by what Tevye 

might think of him. What if Tevye turns him down? The words 

freeze in Mattel's throat as he thinks of all of the negative 

reactions others might have toward him. 

But, one day it happens. Mattel disregards the opinions 

of others and speaks his mind. "I'm entitled. "he says. For 

once he is himself and what a surprise.~tJevye is impressed! 

Mattel then burstsout in the song, "Wonder of Wonders, 

Miracle of Miracles," a song that shows the marvelous 

transformation of the man as his self~image changes: 

Of all God's miracles, large and small 

The most miraculous one of all 

Is that out of a worthless lump of clay 

God has made a man today. 
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This is the miracle every Jew can, himself, perform. 

You, so often the object of scorn, contempt 

You, the sons and daughterJ of a sma 11 minority. 

You, historically oppressed and abused, 

You can, by the sheer will to be fully and 

completely the Jew God intended you to be~ 

Recover at once the courage, the dignity, the power 

and the meaning that turns 

11A worthless lump of clay 

Into a man today." 

AMEN 
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STANDING AT THE GATE 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

YIZKOR - YOM KIPPUR 
OCTOBER 8, 1981 

We are close to the end of our holiest of days. We have 

been stirred by a sense of the sacred, exalted in glorious music. 

We feel the accumulated effect of the many hours of prayer and deep 

reflection which we shared. Never, in the entire year, is there a 

closer feeling between us .and, yet, each of us is now engrossed in 

his own deeply private memories. 

What is it that so unites us? 

It is the sharing of a mysterious experience. Those who 

are absent and most distant, our departed, all of a sudden are very 

close, very real. Our mindls eye recalls their features, their 

smiles, their expression of pride, of approval and sometimes 

disapproval. We remember their caring and giving, their loving 

and forgiving. We may have lost our departed, but not their 

companionship. 

In so many ways, they are still with us: memories of 

years of our life that we shared with them; examples which guide 

us still. We remember sacrifices they made for us; happy hours 

which remain unforgettable; -- all these and many more 

recollections refresh their image in our minds. These memories 

turn to models, to a challenge to meet our problems and tests of 
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life as well as they did. 

Very soon, Yorn Kippur, this spiritual summit of the year, 

will be over. How good it is to linger yet awhile in the spiritual 

company of our beloved departed before we turn to Neila, the 

magnificent finale of the day's observance. 

The word, 'neila, 11 literally means 11 closing. 11 It refers 

to the closing of the huge golden gates of the Temple in Jerusalem 

at the moment of sunset on Yorn Kippur. 

Try to picture this in your mind. A vast multitude of 

people, thousands and tens of thousands, the sun is setting and 

sinking. Suddenly a hush falls upon the crowd as those two doors 

of gold, bathed in the redness of the sunset, slowly begin to move. 

At that very moment, the -congregation breaks forth in the song: 

"Open to us, 0 God, the gates 

At the time of the closing of the gates. 

The day vanishes; the sun is setting; 

Let us enter Thy gates." 

Our sages in the Talmud detected a contradiction in the 

phrase, "Open up to us, 0 God, the gates at the time of the closing 

of the gates." Rabbi Abba argued that the gates referred to in 

this prayer could not possibly be the gates of the Temple since 

"once closed, the Temple gates cannot be opened again on that 

same day. Therefore, the gates mentioned in the prayer must be 
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the heavenly gates of God." 

"Open up to us the gates at the time of the closing of the 

gates," means this: 

When all doors on earth close, when every opportunity is 

gone and all seems lost, there is still a _chance with God. The 

finality which we apply to our material condition here on earth 

does not apply to the spiritual life. Spiritually, there is 

always another door open unto us; there's always the possibility 

for correctionJ forfe-birth. We may close the gates of the Temple, 

but the heavenly portals of repentance are never closed. 

Sensitive, ethical people constantly re-live their past, 

review their record and re-examine their life. Though an event 

has passed and the case is, so to speak, closed, our conscience 

may re-open it. Repentance leads to new life. When our guilt -laden 

heart cries out: 

"Open to ·us the gates of the past, I ca~not live with 

the action taken; my conscience will not accept it. II 

Then, under the force of repentance, I may revise the 

spiritual record of my life. Not what I did, but what I now 

wish I had done and what I know I should have done and would 

do if given another chance, counts in the forgiving judgment 

of God. Even if the condition we produced can no longer be altered, 
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if we repent what we have done, God gives us credit for our best 

intentions. Inwardly, there is no limit to our power to change 

the condition and quality of our being. The sages say: The gate 

of repentance is always open. 

Repentance is not the only key that opens God's gate of 

spiritual change for us. There is another key that has a similar 

magic power. It is the key of memory. We say the past cannot 

be changed. That is not quite so in the realm of relationships. 

Our departed are gone. This is an unalterable fact -- and yet 

we can still change our relationship with them as long as we 

are linked with them through memory. In our remembrance of them, 

we can change our minds about them and revise the opinion we had 

of them in earlier years. We have grown older and perhaps more 

mature; we can understand much better their attitudes, their 

decisions and their actions which, at one time, may have troubled 

us. We can now see our relationship with them in a different 

light. 

A father who may have seemed harsh, now, in retrospect, 

appears to have been wise. A mother whose intense concern was 

resented as interference, may now be appreciated because she 

cared so much. We only wish our parents were still with us to 

guide and love us as only parents can. 
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We remember a spouse, a husband or wife, whose love still 

leaves a glow in our hearts. We think of a son or daughter who 

were the light of our life and in whose death part of us has 

died. We think of a brother or sister for whom there is no 

replacement. 

Though taken from us long ago, these, our beloved ones, 

are still present in our hearts as a living influence. 

The Midrash, in a beautiful analogy, explains to us the 

impact of our departed upon us: 

"Asa 1iving vine is held up by sticks of dead wood, so 

a living person may be propped up and supported by the memory of 

his departed." 

In a very real sense, we draw support from those who have 

gone. In life's , critical decisions, we instinctively ask: how 

would they have solved this problem? Their words, their sayings 

and their wisdom come to mind. One by one, we reach those 

points in life in which we remember them best for their actions 

and as we stand now at the point where once they stood, we 

understand and appreciate them so much better. 
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And though we wake to weep, 

They are beside us still in joy, in pain, 
' In every crucial hour, they come again 

Angelic from above --

Bearing the gifts of blessing and of love 

Until the shadowy path they lonely trod 

Becomes for us a bridge 

That upwards leads to God. 

(
11 Immortal, 11 by Florence Coates) 

Soon the gates of this Holy Day will be closed but with the 

magic keys of repentance and memory, we can open new spiritual doors 

for us, not only this day but every day. A wrong deed should not be 

buried and forgotten, but dissolved in the moral cleansing of 

repentance. 

A beloved dead should not be buried and forgotten, but become 

a beneficent spiritual presence through tender memories which enable 

us to sustain the relationship in love. 

Open unto us, 0 God, the gates 

At the time of the closing of the gates. 

Even when death shuts the door, new gates of life are opening 

up. Though all doors be closed, in our sorrow or in our shame, God 

opens the way for new meaning and for new life. 
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Turn our sorrow into serenity, 0 God, and open unto us the 

gates of consolation even as Thou dost open unto us the gates of 

repentance and .forgiveness. 

Open unto us Thy gates, 0 God 

And turn our darkness into light. 

AMEN 
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I / A CALL TO POLITICAL ACTION 

by 
Thomas A. Dine 

Executive Director 
,,AJPAC 
to the 

National Association ·of Jewish Legislators Meeting 
State Senate Chamber, State Capitol 

Atlanta, Georgia 

July 30, 1981 

The Jewish community in the United States is under attack. W..e are accused 
of possessing too much power, of having parochial interests · and ·dual loyalties. 
Some believe that the friends of Israel pressure Congress into making decisions 
that are contrary to what our critics call the "objective nation~] interest." 
Our convictions regarding A~erica's moral and strategic ne~essity in preserving 
the security of Israel are doubted, as is our premise that the United States and 
Israel are allies and share common interests. 

And the criticism comes from abroad as it does from inside. Just this 
morning in the Washington Post, ~rites, " ..• Europeans are disturbed 
that~ rica, having_pre-empted Middle East diplomacy, seems disabled by domestic 
constraints from effectively promoting peace or restraining Israeli adventurism.~' 

Indeed, criticism is aimed at the exercise of our first amendment rights 
of political association and lobbying. Senator Charles Mathias of Maryland, in 
the current issue of Foreign Affairs, has cl1al]enged ethnic interes t~...&_rQ.1!_Qp 
in the United States. He denies the sacred historical and philosophical traditions 
o- ree association and participation .so basic to the European and North American 
systems. 

Alexander De Tocqueville, considered by scholars and politicians alike, 
after 150 years, to be the best foreign observer of the democratic process in the 
United States, said in 1832: 11 In no country in the world, has the principle of 
association been more successfully used or applied to a greater multitude of 
objects than in America ... the right of association appears almost as inalienable 
as the right of personal liberty. No legislator c ~n attack it without impairing 
the foundations of society." 

Senator Mathias tries to draw a distinction between ethnicity, "which 
enriches American life," and organized ethnic interest groups, which 11 sometimes 

-::::: ±'as.s causes th.?t derogate from the _nati~int_e_re ~t." He -ar·gues that et nic 
groups canno conceptualize an o Jective- national interest, and regrets their 
involvement in political action. 

wl/ rs "f/tllho;,Jr,~7 @f!j) 
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Do special interest groups subvert the national interest? 

Are ethnic political interests separate .and parochial? 

The Senator applies arbitrary definitions and qualifications that are 
but similitudes and shadqws of basic democratic ideals. Are ethnic oroups only 
beneficial to societ when they display their ·costumes, ctraditions, folklore and 

· h may be color u , ut s ourd not get in the way? Are ethnic grm.1ps 
ren o e seen and not heard? 

Ethnic groups are, according to Senator Mathias, not as beneficial when 
they display "ethnic political activity." He questions the right of political 
activity that 'is preceded by the word r,ethnic." General political" activ~ty is seen 
in the tradition of De Tocqueville, Mill, and Madison. Black political activity, 
Greek political activity and Jewish political activity are ipso facto harmful. 
I believe, however, that political theory so manipulated subverts our creative and 
unique pluralistic democracy. 

All cieties contain groups of citizens with specific and diverse interests. 
Even unaemocratic regimes cannot foresta 1 the deve opment of this phenomenon. 
The Soviet Union's politburo, party apparatus, and government are all subjected 
to the pressures of special interest groups. But few societies truly resemble 
ol;rs: 

x- Interest groups ranging from Mobil Oil and CrisCraft Industries seek
ing special tax advantages to tho;e promoting the Family Protection Act; 

A population constantly being mixed and challenged by reJatively 
recent arrivals to the point. that immigration policy is the domestic 
base determining foreign policy; 

- Decision making depending on the consensus of hundreds, if not thou
, sands, of special interest groups; dramatically competing wit nn t 1e 
governmental sphere itself. 

1...1::!.-~~·- disturbing issue raised by our detractors is the 
~ 

loyalty-. ifhe implied contention here is that the Jewish 
supports out of a purely emotional zeal, void of any logic or pragmatic 

political sense, its co-religionists in Israel and the Soviet Union, in opposition 
to the "objective good" of Rll Americans. The late Hubert Humphrey answered 
tl1is allegation in a 1976 speech: "We've heard careless, and I think, reckless 

. things abo1,1_t t e power u ewi§...___ o_ , ...., ·he Greek Lobby, the Turkish Lobby, the 
Bal tic States Lo y · you mentior~ it; as if somehow or another, it was against the 

· law in this country · veaR up or w a n. -
Responding to those who cry about dual loyalty and seek to remove certain 

groups from our democratic midst, I wish to explore three areas: 

1. The concept of a so-called objective national interest, 

2. The imperative for individual, and especially group, political 
participation, and 

3. The specific importance of ethnic · political action. 
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John Stuart Mill warned against the adoption of a so-called objective 
national interest which he equated to the "tranny of the majwity." He 
s'trongly advised protection "against the tendency of society to impose, by other 
means than c'ivil penalties, its own ideas and practices as rules of conduct on 
those who dissent from them." 

Who determines, defines, and creates a national interest that is ob
jectiv~? Who possesses the answer~? Who knows uhat's good for the United 
States? General Motors? The Council on Foreign Relations? The oil industry 
headquartered in Houston? The Tr~lateral Commission? The Department of State 

' \ 

or the Department of Defense? An all-wise -all-just body. of patriotic aristocrats? 
Contemporary political scientists, elaborating on Mill's theme, warn us of the 
concept of the "average American." Which group speaks for the average American? 
What is an average American? Will a group's views of America's national interest 
be neglected because of the group'ssize, skin color, religion or country o{ origin 
Can anyone be excluded from the formation of a true national interest? If so, 
we would be undermining our democracy and cutting ourselves off from an ex tremely 
valuable, if not indispensable s ource of nationa l cre ativity and sensitivity. 

. fs you well know, governmenj: is competing factions, each having their 
own concepts, ideas and motiva tjons Members of Congress feel a variety of 
pressures, depending on region, phi~osophy, experience, committee assignment, that are 
different from those of the White House, the Depa rtments, or independ ent agencies. 
Within the Congress there are subcommittees and caucuses and personal relationships 
that compete with each other. And there are alliances between parts of one bureau
cracy and a congressional subconnnittee that often st and up to the politica l 
leadership heading an Administration or the Congress. All are interest groups 
and are affected by competing interest groups. Al] attempt to influence and shape 
national policy. These add up to in-house interes t groups. 

From my own professional experience, I c an reaffirm the analytical obser
vations of three generations of noted scholars; Arthur B~ntley, David Truman, and 
Stephen Krasner, that our government is "plurai'i s tic." United States of ficials= 
debate, formulate, and make decisions: They act and react. Government is not an 
autonomous actor, appearing on a stage so high above the audience that it :i,§_ not 

: affectf'Q by the applaus ~ -- or lack thereof. ~he government~- in our case the 
legislative and executive branche s -- must play the role of actors immersed 
in a huge theatre in the round, where the pulse of the audience guides their move
ments and forces them to react. There is sharing of ideas and moods; and shared 
manipulations. 

The gove:cnment i~ composed of many interests , ~ whom does it r e resent]. 
Its n1oti~tions and aspirations must not be above a consensus of associations . 
I reject the notion of national interest that has not been pr6cessed by ·associa
tional interests. The pro-Israel lobby helps define a moral, fair. and repiesen
tative national interest in the Near East. The American Israe Pub:'....:.c Affairs 

"committee is n9t just a domestic lobby, it is a professional foreign poljcy 
house composed of experts and supported by serious, thoughtful citizens in all ~ 
50 states. Is a State Department consensus really an objective national interest 
just because it, as a specific interest group, happens to be located within the 
diJ;e.ct governmental structure? 

I am not shortchanging. the crucial role of ~overnment, but the 
Constitution sets up a framework where associations can contribute to the formation 
of consensus, which is both responsible and resporis ive. The government cannot be 
an island, isolated from the sea of public opinion. To a ce rtain extent, it is 
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an efficient and moral computer integrating 
continuously processing inputs and outputs, 

the -components that make u·p society, ~ 
to the point policy is finally agreed ' 

to. 2-
@ This leads me to my second point. olitical awareness and participation, 

for the' individual and the interest group, are not matters of choice. Political 
activity is survival, and one does not cho0se to survive-~ it is a feeling that 
is levied on u·s by nature) / Political i volvcrnent is a societal imperative. It 
is not only a right, it is an obli8ation. If we are to survive in an open society, 
it is imperative that W? fully take par._ in the system. Should its foundations 
crumble from neglect, the freedom that our political structure offers will dis
appear., If we neglect politics, we invalidate politics and ~e will have no shelte~, 
no · defense, when we finally realize that our case must be heard . . We have an 
'obligation that transcends singular issues to maintain a strong posture and stature 
in the political arena. Just as politics may complicate our lives, so will it 
defend us with its associational and democratic ideals. Strength stems from 
involvement in the system, with the system, through the system, and for the 
system. 

r---
But how? "B-e Tocqueville witnessed the power of the political structure 

of the United States in transforming immigrants i11to exemplary citizens. This 
phenomenon is due to people participating actively in the g1overnment of society, 
each according to his capabilities, each in his ovm sphe~e. 1 

~ 
T~ aptly a~d bluntly described the impor tance of political parti-

•cipation. He noted that hose who are pol:i tically apathetic.. can only survive 
if they are supported by people who are capable of t aki ng action." · The quote 
cc.1tinues in an ominous vein: "Those who are politicallyapat.1etic are quite 
valueles s in a city- which cont.rols an empire, d1ough th ey would be sa-f-e _,l&es 
in a city that was controlled by others .. " - · 

interest 
clecJrly: 
it." De 

~man.'' 

When we advance this obligation, we see just how dc2ply rooted ethnic 
groups are within American society. Professor Truman makes the point 
"Society is nothing othe r than the comp lex of the groups that _J:..O.llleySe 

To c q uev i 11 e ca l 1 ed -the right of as S'CJC i a t ion ""'fhe:=-'foos t ~p~ ge 
Mill lists this right alongside the liberties of thoughts and pursuits. 

So basic is the right to form political interest groups. 
So intrinsic is this right 
So incumbent and obligatory is this right. 

Government operations, says Mill, are all the same. They lack variety; 
. they are boring. Indiyiduals and .associations, on the other hand, have 11varied 
experiments and endless ·diversity of experience." The Government must circulate 

· and diffuse. · It must take advantage of these varied experiences. For that reason 
all, foreign policy must be rooted in American soil. Any formation of a true 
national interest not. deriv·ed from the sum of society's particularistic and 
specific societal aims will not receive domestic support and cannot, I submit, 
be sustained. 
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What about the point of ethnic political activity? How applicable is it 
to our community? On one level, a most basic level, often taken for granted , 
Jews as a group are involved. We care passionately out politics. We have 
to, for history has taught us the price of apathy. Two thousand years of pain
ful experiences have forced us into round-the-clocl political activity. Just 
coatemplate this thought: What i~ the Jews of the Weimar Republic- had been 
passionate participants in politics 50 years · ago, as1 the six million oft e United 
States are today which this audience demonstrates: 

~ 

_We vote in the highest proportion of any other identifiable group 
in the United States. 

) 
We enerousl contribute our time ener y and mon-ey to candidates /\ 
with whom we can identi fy. 

We are concerned with issues clear across the spectrum. 

We are hearty defenders of the procesyf 

We ask questions -- and call for poli~y explanations 
makers at the local, state, and federal levels. 

of decision 

We lobby on behalf of policies and programs that intertwine our communal 
interests with those of the nation. 

-------- -- -::-:;~=-:-:---:--:----,,'-=--,.........,_~..,-,,:;-:;-:;:----:--Gerald Ford, as Vice Pr~ent, saluted American Jews · 973, sayin/ 
that no single group of citizens are more steadfast in standing up for the 

United States~·---------------

✓ These actions are manifestations of what journalist Cynthia Oz ick calls 
our 'spectacular citize_n~iJ2,," "12_hfs portrait of majority Jewish_politi.cal 
behavi-e-i ,-" sa s- Ozick, "may seem 'romanticized to skeptics. ~evertheless it has 
·been !,rue fraJlL1;.he start. Idealism =-- the aspiration to rep-air an imperfect 
world -- continues to be- a vivid i mpul se in the American Jewish community, ~nd 
it is buttressed by wide ranging philanthropy." Hubert Humphrey, too, spoke in ' 
this "T ere 1.s not 1.ng e, aiTcnf · lobbying on behalf of causes in 
foreign places," he said a year before he died. nlt's as American as a hot dog 
or apple pie, spaghetti, gefilte fish or Polis6 sausage. We are a nation of 
immigrants, even into our 200th year." 

.I 

Are unions, insurance companies, or tobacco groups allowed to lobb , wh:iJ.,e 
Jews, Greeks and Pores aTe torefr°"ain from p ac!iJ;;ing pj_u lism? Lo~at this 
r.10ii.1ing's insider's accourrt in ThcAfiantaJournal of how the Administra tion 
persuaded seven of Geoi;gia' s nine Democratic House mQmbE:.rs to -buck their party 
and, in some cases, "their own best · judgment," and vote for the President's tax
cut bill. Businessmen and a White House backing off from a drastic cut in the 
peanut price suppo~t pro gram, it is reported, were used to lobby and bring over 
wavering Georgim!§~O em hasiz e__the prob.le~ ues ons: c 
Are corporations, trade associations, or country clubs allowed to press tn ·r 

/ cause to their·representatives while Presbyterians, Baptists, Episcopalians 
~ and Jews are arbitrarily_ e.x.c.l.u.de-El--f-r-om--t-h-i-s-n10st_ basic of rights? 

" 
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eThe interests of ethnic political action groups are not antithetical to 
what is good for Americans at arge. uc1 an attac< isnonsense . Jews, 

-:tht:.ehrys erCorporation, t e N~t1.onal Council of Churches, the Irish, Exxon, various 
retailers and the real estate industry, whomever, lobby as concerned Americans 
for other Americans, in order to share their unique insights, knowledg0 and 
experience. Let 1 s hear Senator Humphrey again : "It is goqd for the basic democratic 
1-'rocess that people who have convictions .about what American policy should be, take 
time to get their fellow Americans and their public o~ficials to understand what 
they believe and to urge their support. That's wha t we mean by free speech in 
this country." 

These groups sensitize the nation as a whole to those concerns about which 
they feel most acutely. Otherwise they would be less well understood. Sidney 
Hillman, the labor leader who emigrated to the U. s. ··, once replied to a Senator 
who questioned his Americanism; "Unlike you, Se°:ator, I chose to be an American . ' \ 
Even Senator Mathias admits -that if it were not for lobbying by Black citizens, 
the United States would be less sensitive to South Africa ' s ratial policies. It 
is the ethnic interest groups, because of theii ties, passions and preoccupation , r 
that sensitize the relevant parts of government. It is the ethnic interest groups 
that remind U.S. officials of the mora1 considera tions in our foreign policy . 
Such considerations have always, and will always, differentiate us from~ \ 
enemies. It is ethnic interest groups that ask the government challenging questions 
and remind the bureaucracy and politicians of past and future commitments. 
C~n less than 3% of the population 1.eally force its views on the remaining 97%? 
Nonsense! · Our public actions meet the test of the public interest _. 

AIPAC is an American organization lobbyine as an ~ssoci.ation of concerned 
American citizens-, sharing with the Congress · and_ the Administration our foreign policy 
concerns: 

1. That Israel and the United States share a common system of government 
-- re resentational democracy. 

2. That we both attempt to determine policy based on the rule of law 
and our moral principles. 

3. That we share a common biblical heritage. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

That ·the United States is committed to support a homeland for the 
Jewish people. - ---
That Israel has proven military capabilities and needs. 

That Israel is of strategic value to th e Unjted States and NATO . 

That Israel is a stable government . 

That Israel is a proven and reliable ally . 
'>-
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We must not forget that all Amer·cans 
consistently close relationshi~we-err-I~e 
shared values and geopolitics together. 

,,,---- ------
~enefit from the strong and 

an the nited States,-"1lase1 on ---
. Arabia is an important Arab country, -.!:_lpon whose oil we depend. 

&
But do the Saudis lobby fo the good of An1erica' s national interest? They 
~r;; a foreig~ lobby! The hire foH~i~n a[1entfJ like Fred Dutton to do their 
bidchng. Their support is not rooted in American soil! · 

The House of Saud boycotts 
thus compromising °American values. 

businesses that deal with Israel, 

-
':I'-he-&ft1:1-d-:hrd elv e out mrrstrpm.H s11men t on 

vision shows about princesses· disres ecting our 
~e-

o free speec11. 

The Saudis, while claiming judicial modernity and p·rogressive government, 
reject_ justice and democracy. 

__.s:------ ----The Saudi royal family, that demands the most sophi_sticated weapons in 
the world, ·--:g amorrg--cti""e TITO"SY feudal and unstable regimes in the worLd. Imported 
technology tha t was created in the spirit o-f s c ientific --revolurior(' is used accord
ing to principles of religion that negates the spirit in which_ this technology 
was crea·ted. Thj 13 did10..t-Gm i eating con -us ion and unrest among Saudi Arabia 's 
subjec A mosque is capt.ured and French soldiers must be secretly flm,m in to 

{ - assist its recapture. Is this stability? _____ _/ 

The same Saudis who vehemently oppose America's foundation stone of a 
stable Middle East ~eace -- the Camp David accords. 

The same Saudis who generously fund the anti-U.S., Soviet supported, 
terrorist Palestine Liberation Organization that has it as policy to kill Israelis, 
all Israelis, civilian -or military. 

The same Saudis who declare Jihad against Israel. 
::--- j__ 

The same Saudis who seek the downfall of America' s_r-eal Arab ally, 
nwar El-Sadat. 

Mr. Abu Dawood, the President of the Council of Saudi Arabian Chambers of 
Commerce and Industry, recently threatened the United States explicitly, saying 
that d F-15 enhancement e ui ment sale is connected to that share of 

· cted $258 billion oil econom de lo ment which will wind up 
----~i~n~t~e~U~n~i~t~e~d~S~t~a~t~e~s-. ..'.!'...=~A~r~e~s~u=-=cfh~t\h~r~e~a=-:-t;s~i~n~o~u~r-£n~a~t~i~o~n~a~l~~i-n~t~e~r~e~s~t~s~?-=-=~Wh;..::.e~r~e=--a~r-e-....1e 

critics of the Sauai lobby? 

Conscious of all of these facts, should Jews only contribute to the United 

ShQtJ d Fe G-ontribute on y our writers, artists, and scient.---i-st-s- a tool< l)lace !
States our ethnicity, as Senator Mathias su ests? Would that be advisable? 

in Weimar Germany, withholding our political activity --· our very Americ r? • 
support for Israel? Is this the obj~vity? ou and I now tha the United States 
would not benefit from such a situation. 
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@ It is a privilege -- and a humble responsibility -- to be a good ~ 
and a good American at the sa_tll time. - This dualism enriches the l.Jn:tted --states, 

1irule-ecl 1s in its best 1n er;st, and we shall not, and must ~not, be deflect_e 
. - . ----- --- -or deflect ourselves from living and acting thi dualism. -------- .... Putrt"Ical acti<2._11 is the key to our survival~ To ne~lect such activity ') 7\ would be-most.. devastating to Jewish citizens and to the United States as a whole. 2v For without protecting ourselves, thr_ough political action, we will nev_er be secure. 

B-ernard Malamud, in his book the Fixer, poignantly articulated9his 
r imperative. "There's no such thi1:1g as an unpolitical man , especially a Jew. , 

/ , ~ 1 You can't be one without the other, tl_iat' s l~r enou h Yon carr'-t-si- -· 
~ \. and see yourself destroyed " · 

You in your elected positions are active and assertive; we at AIPAC 
are also. All of us must rea~h out to those near·and far who are not yet 
involved and pull them in. We must publicize and push Jewish political acU on 
and energize many more in the community. This is our calling . This is the 
best contribution I know to improving our lot -- and that of America ' s and 
Israel's. 

l 




